
Morgan Wallen’s Dangerous: The Double Al-
bum rounds out 2021 as the most popular album of the 
year in the U.S., according to MRC Data. Mean-
while, Dua Lipa’s “Levitating” was the most-streamed 
song and most-heard song on the radio.

View the complete U.S. 2021 MRC Data Year-End 
Report, and see the year’s top 10 albums chart, along 
with other year-end rankings, below.

Dangerous: The Double Album is Wallen’s second 
full-length studio album and was released on Jan. 8, 
2021. It finishes the year with 3.226 million equiva-
lent album units earned in the U.S. Most of that sum 
was driven by streaming activity of the set’s sprawl-
ing 30-song tracklist. Dangerous is the first country 
music release to be MRC Data’s year-end top al-
bum since 2009, when Taylor Swift’s Fearless was 
the champ.

2021 also marks the sixth straight year a solo male 
has MRC Data’s top album, following Lil Baby’s My 
Turn (2020), Post Malone’s Hollywood’s Bleed-
ing (2019), Drake’s Scorpion (2018), Ed Sheer-
an’s ÷ (Divide) (2017) and Drake’s Views (2016). The 

last time an album not by a solo male was tops for the 
year was in 2015, when Adele’s 25 ruled.

MRC Data’s 2021 tracking year ran from Jan. 1, 2021, 
through Dec. 30, 2021.

Equivalent album units – for album titles and chart 
rankings cited below (but not industry volume num-
bers) – comprise traditional album sales, track equiva-
lent albums (TEA) and streaming equivalent albums 
(SEA). Each unit equals one album sale, or 10 individual 
tracks sold from an album, or 3,750 ad-supported 
on-demand official audio and video streams generated 
by songs from an album, or 1,250 paid/subscription 
on-demand official audio and video streams generated 
by songs from an album. Album titles and album chart 
rankings by equivalent album units do not include UGC 
(user-generated content) streams, but UGC streams 
are included in MRC Data’s industry volume numbers. 
(UGC streams are not factored into any of Billboard’s 
weekly charts.)

For the sake of clarity, equivalent album units do 
not include listening to music on broadcast radio or 
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digital radio broadcasts. All numbers cited in 
this story are rounded, and for the U.S. only. 
Programmed streams are not included in any 
of the data in this story.

MRC Data ( formerly Nielsen Music and 
SoundScan) began tracking music sales 
in 1991. MRC Data’s sales, streaming and 
airplay data is used to compile Billboard’s 
weekly charts.

Wallen’s Dangerous: The Double Al-
bum debuted atop the weekly Billboard 
200 albums chart dated Jan. 23 and spent 10 
weeks at No. 1 – the most of any album in 
2021. The set spent more weeks at No. 1 than 
any other album since Drake’s Views spent 
13 nonconsecutive weeks in the lead in 
2016. Dangerous includes a pair of top 
10-charting hit songs on the all-genre 
Billboard Hot 100 chart: “7 Summers” (No. 
6 peak in August of 2020) and “Wasted on 
You” (No. 9 in January 2021). Both tracks 
also reached No. 1 on the Hot Country Songs 
chart.

On Feb. 2, in the middle of the al-
bum’s fourth week of release, a vid-
eo emerged showing Wallen using the 
N-word. He subsequently issued an apology. 
Reaction was swift, and his music was 
removed from dozens of high-profile playl-
ists on streamers such as Apple Music and 
Spotify, and multiple radio groups dropped 
his music. However, on the Billboard 200, 
the album posted a gain in units earned 
during its fourth week and held at No. 

1. Dangerous remained in the top 10 of the 
weekly Billboard 200 chart in all but one of 
its 51 weeks on the list in the 2021 tracking 
year. Dangerous is only the seventh album 
released since January of 2000 to spend 50 
weeks in the top 10.

TOP 10 ALBUMS OF 2021 IN U.S., BY 
TOTAL EQUIVALENT ALBUM UNITS 
1. Morgan Wallen, Dangerous: The Double 
Album (3.226 million) 
2. Olivia Rodrigo, Sour (2.856 million) 
3. Drake, Certified Lover Boy (1.970 million) 
4. Adele, 30 (1.936 million) 
5. Pop Smoke, Shoot for the Stars Aim for the 
Moon (1.533 million) 
6. Doja Cat, Planet Her (1.510 million) 
7. The Kid LAROI, F*ck Love (1.505 million) 
8. Justin Bieber, Justice (1.473 million) 
9. Dua Lipa, Future Nostalgia (1.403 million) 
10. The Weeknd, After Hours (1.342 million)

Source: MRC Data, for the tracking period 
Jan. 1, 2021, through Dec. 30, 2021. UGC 
streams are not included in this chart, but are 
included in MRC Data’s on-demand stream-
ing charts (below). MRC Data’s equivalent 
album unit totals include SEA and TEA for 
an album’s songs registered before an album’s 
release, but during the tracking period. For 
example, Adele’s 30 album unit total includes 
SEA and TEA for its song “Easy on Me” from 
Oct. 15, 2021 (its release day) through Nov. 18, 
2021, before the album was released on Nov. 
19, 2021.

Dangerous: The Double Album was also 

the most-streamed album of 2021, in terms 
of on-demand official streams generated by 
an album’s songs, with 3.94 billion streams 
(equating to 2.88 million SEA units of the 
album’s total 3.23 million units).

In terms of traditional album sales, Dan-
gerous sold 288,000 copies (both physical 
and digital formats combined) – making it 
the tenth highest-selling album of 2021. (See 
list, below.)

Olivia Rodrigo’s debut album Sour is 
the No. 2 biggest album of 2021 by equiva-
lent album units earned, with 2.856 million 
units. Drake’s Certified Lover Boy is No. 3 
with 1.970 million units, Adele’s late 2021 
release 30 finishes the year at No. 4 with 
1.936 million units (from only six weeks of 
release) and Pop Smoke’s 2020 album Shoot 
for the Stars Aim for the Moon is No. 5 with 
1.533 million units. (Shoot finished 2020 as 
the year’s No. 3 album.)

TOTAL ALBUM CONSUMPTION 
INCREASES 11.3%: Equivalent album units 
increased by 11.3% in 2021, to 893.1 million 
(up from 802.5 million in 2020). There were 
26 albums that earned at least 1 million 
equivalent album units in 2021 – up from 24 
in 2020.

R&B/HIP-HOP STILL DOMINATES, 
LATIN SURGES: R&B/hip-hop music 
continues to lead the way in total album 
consumption, with 247.5 million units 
earned in 2021 – holding 27.7% of total vol-
ume (893.1 million) across MRC Data’s core 

IN BRIEF
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genres measured. R&B/hip-hop consump-
tion increased 6.1% in 2021 over its volume 
in 2020 (233.3 million). (R&B/hip-hop is an 
umbrella genre for MRC Data that contains 
most titles categorized as R&B and/or rap.)

2021’s next-largest genre, by total album 
consumption, was rock with 178.7 million 
units (up 12.2% from 159.2 million in 2020). 
Pop music was third, with 116.5 million units 
(up 13.6% from 102.6 million). Country and 
Latin music, respectively, round out the top 
five genres of 2021, with 72.2 million (up 
13.8% from 63.5 million in 2020) and 48.2 
million (up 21.2% from 39.8 million in 2020).

Latin music had the second-largest 
percentage gain among MRC Data’s core 
genres, in terms of total album consump-
tion in 2021, with a 21.2% increase. Notably, 
Latin music’s top two albums of the year 
were held by the same artist – Bad Bunny. 
His 2020 releases El Ultimo Tour del Mun-
do and YHLQMDLG are Nos. 1 and 2 for 
the Latin genre in 2021, with 854,000 and 
755,000 units earned in 2021, respectively. 
(In 2020, the two albums closed the year as 
the Nos. 4 and 1 biggest Latin albums, with 
1.44 million and 348,000.) El Ultimo Tour del 
Mundo made history in late 2020, when it 
debuted at No. 1 on the all-genre Billboard 
200 chart, becoming the first all-Spanish-
language No. 1 album.

Latin’s gain trailed only the increase of 
the comedy music genre, which rallied 
27.3% to 2.1 million units in 2021 (up from 

1.7 million in 2020). The comedy genre 
surged in 2021 thanks largely to the success 
of Bo Burnham’s hit album Inside (The 
Songs), which earned 464,000 units in 2021. 
The set has spent more than 25 weeks at No. 
1 on Billboard’s Comedy Albums chart, and 
also reached the top 10 on the weekly all-
genre Billboard 200 – the first comedy set to 
reach the top 10 since 2015.

ADELE’S ‘30’ IS 2021’s TOP-SELLING 
ALBUM: Adele’s fourth full-length studio 
album, 30, finishes 2021 as the year’s top-
selling album in the U.S., with 1.464 million 
copies sold across all formats (physical and 
digital combined: CD, vinyl LP, cassette, 
digital download, etc.). 30 is the only album 
to sell a million copies in 2021, and did so 
in just six weeks of release – the album 
was released on Nov. 19, 2021. (See the top 
10-selling albums of 2021, below.)

Adele also claimed the top-selling album 
in 2016 and 2015 (with 25 in both years), 
and in 2012 and 2011 (with 21 in both years). 
Adele equals Swift as the only artists to cap-
ture the top-selling album of the year five 
times since MRC Data began tracking sales 
in 1991. (Swift had the top seller in 2020, 
2019, 2017, 2014 and 2009.)

For the fourth year in a row, just one 
album sold a million copies in the U.S. 
In 2020, Taylor Swift’s Folklore was the 
only million-seller (1.28 million), in 2019, 
Swift’s Lover was the lone million-seller 
(1.09 million) and in 2018 the soundtrack 

to The Greatest Showman was tops with 1.49 
million.

TOP 10 SELLING ALBUMS OF 2021 
IN U.S. (PHYSICAL & DIGITAL SALES 
COMBINED) 
1. Adele, 30 (1.464 million) 
2. Taylor Swift, Red (Taylor’s Ver-
sion) (621,000) 
3. Olivia Rodrigo, Sour (557,000) 
4. Taylor Swift, Evermore (529,000) 
5. Taylor Swift, Fearless (Taylor’s Ver-
sion) (521,000) 
6. Billie Eilish, Happier Than Ever (430,000) 
7. Harry Styles, Fine Line (317,000) 
8. Taylor Swift, Folklore (304,000) 
9. Carrie Underwood, My Savior (293,000) 
10. Morgan Wallen, Dangerous: The Double 
Album (288,000) 
Source: MRC Data, for the tracking period 
Jan. 1, 2021, through Dec. 30, 2021.

Swift has four of the top 10-selling albums 
of 2021 – the first time since MRC Data 
began tracking sales in 1991 that one artist 
has four of the year’s top 10 best sellers. Her 
2020 releases Evermore and Folklore are 
Nos. 4 and 8 for the 2021 year (529,000 and 
304,000 sold, thanks in part to their vinyl 
LP releases in 2021). Her first two rere-
corded album projects, Fearless (Taylor’s 
Version) and Red (Taylor’s Version), both 
released in 2021, are Nos. 5 and 2 for the 
year (521,000 and 621,000).

Prior to 2021, Garth Brooks had the most 
year-end top 10 albums in a single year (dat-
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Sam Hunt’s second studio full-length, and first in over five years, Southside 
(MCA Nashville/Universal Music Group Nashville), debuts at No. 1 on Billboard’s 
Top Country Albums chart dated April 18. In its first week (ending April 9), it 
earned 46,000 equivalent album units, including 16,000 in album sales, ac-
cording to Nielsen Music/MRC Data.

Southside marks Hunt’s second No. 1 on the 
chart and fourth top 10. It follows freshman LP 
Montevallo, which arrived at the summit in No-
vember 2014 and reigned for nine weeks. To date, 
Montevallo has earned 3.9 million units, with 1.4 
million in album sales.

Montevallo has spent 267 weeks on the list, tying 
Luke Bryan’s Crash My Party as the sixth-longest-
running titles in the chart’s 56-year history.

On the all-genre Billboard 200, Southside ar-
rives at No. 5, awarding Hunt his second top 10 
after the No. 3-peaking Montevallo.

Hunt first released the EP X2C, which debuted 
and peaked at No. 5 on Top Country Albums in August 2014. Following 
Montevallo, Between the Pines: Acoustic Mixtape started at its No. 7 high in 
November 2015.

Montevallo produced five singles, four of which hit the pinnacle of Country 
Airplay: “Leave the Night On,” “Take Your Time,” “House Party” and “Make 
You Miss Me.” “Break Up in a Small Town” peaked at No. 2.

Hunt co-penned all 12 songs on Southside, including “Body Like a Back 
Road,” which was released in 2017. The smash hit ruled Country Airplay for 
three weeks and the airplay-, streaming- and sales-based Hot Country Songs 
chart for a then-record 34 frames. It now ranks second only to Bebe Rexha and 
Florida Georgia Line’s “Meant to Be” (50 weeks atop the latter list in 2017-18).

“Downtown’s Dead,” which is also on the new set, reached Nos. 14 and 15 
on Hot Country Songs and Country Airplay, respectively, in June 2018. “Kin-
folks” led Country Airplay on Feb. 29, becoming Hunt’s seventh No. 1. It hit 
No. 3 on Hot Country Songs.

Latest single “Hard to Forget” jumps 17-9 on Hot Country Songs. It’s his 
eighth top 10, having corralled 8.2 million U.S. streams (up 96%) and 5,000 in 

sales (up 21%) in the tracking week. On Country Airplay, it hops 18-15 (11.9 mil-
lion audience impressions, up 16%).

TRY TO ‘CATCH’ UP WITH YOUNG Brett Young achieves his fifth consecutive 
and total Country Airplay No. 1 as “Catch” (Big Machine Label Group) ascends 

2-1, increasing 13% to 36.6 million impressions.
Young’s first of six chart entries, “Sleep With-

out You,” reached No. 2 in December 2016. He 
followed with the multiweek No. 1s “In Case You 
Didn’t Know” (two weeks, June 2017), “Like I Loved 
You” (three, January 2018), “Mercy” (two, August 
2018) and “Here Tonight” (two, April 2019).

“Catch” completes his longest journey to No. 1, 
having taken 46 weeks to reach the apex. It out-
paces the 30-week climb of “Here Tonight.”

On Hot Country Songs, “Catch” pushes 7-5 for 
a new high.

COMBS ‘DOES’ IT AGAIN Luke Combs’ “Does to Me” (River House/Columbia 
Nashville), featuring Eric Church, ascends 11-8 on Country Airplay, up 10% to 
24.7 million in audience. The song is Combs’ eighth straight career-opening 
top 10, following a record run of seven consecutive out-of-the-gate, properly 
promoted No. 1 singles.

Church adds his 15th Country Airplay top 10.

THAT TOOK QUITE ‘A FEW’ MONTHS Travis Denning shatters the record for 
the most weeks it has taken to penetrate the Country Airplay top 10 as “After 
a Few” (Mercury Nashville) climbs 12-10 in its 57th week, up 4% to 21.4 mil-
lion in radio reach.

The song surpasses two tracks that took 50 weeks each to enter the top 10: 
Easton Corbin’s “A Girl Like You,” which reached No. 10 in January 2018 be-
fore peaking at No. 6 that February, and Aaron Watson’s “Outta Style,” which 
achieved its No. 10 high in December 2017.

“After” is Denning’s second Country Airplay entry. “David Ashley Parker 
From Powder Springs” traveled to No. 32 in September 2018. 

SamHunt’s Southside Rules Top Country 
Albums; Brett Young ‘Catch’-es Fifth Airplay 

Leader; Travis Denning Makes History

ON THE CHARTS JIM ASKER jim.asker@billboard.com
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Billboard’s

will publish its highly anticipated Women in Music special issue, featuring top 
women in the music industry who are creating excitement and making their mark across labels, publishing 
and touring.   

Coinciding with the issue, Women in Music awards ceremony 
This event will bring together music’s most prominent female artists and the industry’s top female 
business executives to recognize and celebrate their achievements.     

will be held March 2nd 

Take this opportunity to congratulate the most powerful and talented women in music and wish 
them continued success.
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ing to 1991), with three among the top 10 in 
1992: Ropin’ the Wind (No. 2), No Fences (No. 
6) and The Chase (No. 7).

Taylor Swift sold the most albums in total 
among all artists in 2021, with 2.36 million 
sold across her entire catalog and via all 
formats (physical and digital combined). 
Adele was the No. 2 biggest seller of albums, 
having moved 1.62 million in 2021.

U.S. ALBUM SALES INCREASE FOR 
FIRST TIME IN A DECADE: Total U.S. 
album sales increased by 6.3% in 2021 total 
108.98 million (up from 102.48 million in 
2020). It’s the first time overall album sales 
have posted a yearly increase since 2011, 
when sales rose by 1.3%. (A common thread 
in both 2021 and 2011: a new album release 
from Adele. Her mega-selling 21 album 
bowed in 2011, while 30 dropped in 2021.)

Physical album sales (CD, vinyl LP, cas-
sette, etc.) grew by 21.7% in 2021 to 82.79 
million (up from 68.06 million in 2020) – 
thanks largely to the continuing comeback 
story of the vinyl LP.

VINYL OUTSELLS CDS FOR FIRST 
TIME IN MODERN ERA: For the first 
time since MRC Data began tracking music 
sales in 1991, vinyl albums outsold CD 
albums for the year – and vinyl is now the 
leading format for album purchases overall 
in the U.S.

41.72 million vinyl albums were sold in 
2021 (up 51.4% from 27.55 million in 2020). 
2021 marked the 16th consecutive year vinyl 
album sales grew, and the largest year for 
vinyl album sales since MRC Data began 
tracking sales in 1991. Also in 2021, vinyl LP 
sales saw their single-largest sales week of 
the MRC Data era, when 2.11 million vinyl 
albums were sold in the week ending Dec. 
23.

CD ALBUM SALES UP FOR FIRST 
TIME SINCE 2004: 40.59 million CD al-
bums were sold in 2021 (up 1.1% from 40.16 
million in 2020), making it the second-most 
popular format among consumers who pur-
chased albums. Strikingly, CD album sales 
posted a yearly gain for the first time since 
2004, when CD sales increased 4.6% to 
665.5 million (from 636.5 million in 2003).

The top-selling album on the CD format 
of 2021 is Adele’s 30, with 898,000 copies 
sold. The act who sold the most albums on 

the CD format in 2021 was BTS, with 1.03 
million sold. Adele was the No. 2 seller on 
CD in 2021, with 952,000 copies sold across 
her entire catalog.

Digital album sales were the third-most 
popular format in 2021 for album purchases, 
and the segment fell 23.9% in 2021 to 26.19 
million (down from 34.42 million in 2020).

The top-selling digital album of 2021 was 
Adele’s 30 with 245,000 copies sold. Swift 
was the top-selling artist with digital albums 
in 2021, with 354,000 downloads sold across 
her catalog in total. Adele was the runner-up 
in digital album sales in 2021, with 279,000 
copies sold.

Vinyl was the dominant format for album 
purchases in the U.S. up until the early 
1980s. After that, cassettes took hold until 
the early 1990s, when the CD format blos-
somed and remained king until 2021.

All album sales, and general industry 
trends, from March 2020 onwards should 
be viewed through a COVID-19-impacted 
lens. In the second quarter of 2020, many 
brick and mortar music stores had to close 
temporarily and alter their business model 
due to the pandemic. (Still, physical album 
sales fell only 7.4% in 2020 as compared to 
2019.)

Vinyl album sales comprised 38.3% of all 
album sales in the U.S. in 2021 (41.72 mil-
lion of 108.98 million). Further, vinyl LPs 
accounted for 50.4% of all physical albums 
sold (41.72 million of 82.79 million). Both 
sums are MRC Data-era records for vinyl’s 
share of the album sales market in the U.S.

In 2021 there were a total of 87 albums 
that sold at least 50,000 copies on vinyl – 
up from 51 in 2020. The year’s top seller is 
Adele’s 30, with 318,000 copies sold. Com-
paratively, only 67 albums on the CD format 
sold at least 50,000 copies in 2021, up from 
65 in 2020.

Swift has three of the year’s top 10-sell-
ing vinyl albums (Nos. 3, 6 and 9, see below). 
Swift is also the top-selling artist on vinyl 
in 2021, having sold 1.09 million total vinyl 
LPs during the year across her entire cata-
log. The Beatles were the No. 2 best-selling 
act on vinyl in 2021, with 659,000 sold.

TOP 10 SELLING VINYL ALBUMS OF 
2021 IN U.S. 
1. Adele, 30 (318,000) 

2. Olivia Rodrigo, Sour (268,000) 
3. Taylor Swift, Red (Taylor’s Ver-
sion) (260,000) 
4. Harry Styles, Fine Line (256,000) 
5. Billie Eilish, Happier Than Ever (252,000) 
6. Taylor Swift, Evermore (249,000) 
7. Prince & The Revolution, Purple 
Rain (Soundtrack) (207,000) 
8. The Beatles, Abbey Road (201,000) 
9. Taylor Swift, Folklore (195,000) 
10. Kendrick Lamar, good kid, m.A.A.d 
city (194,000) 
Source: MRC Data, for the tracking period 
Jan. 1, 2021, through Dec. 30, 2021.

TOTAL STREAMING GROWS 10% IN 
U.S.: Total U.S. on-demand song streams 
(audio and video combined) grew 10% to 
1.13 trillion in 2021 (up from 1.03 trillion 
in 2020). Total on-demand audio streams 
jumped 12.6% to 988 billion (up from 877 
billion in 2020).

The R&B/hip-hop genre held the largest 
share of on-demand streams (audio and 
video combined) in 2021, among MRC 
Data’s core genres measured, with 30.1% of 
the year’s volume (340.35 billion of 1.13 tril-
lion). In 2020, R&B/hip-hop represented a 
leading 32.2% of volume.

The rock genre had the second-largest 
share of on-demand song streams (audio 
and video combined) in 2021, with 16.3% of 
the volume (184.28 billion of 1.13 trillion). 
Rock was also 2020’s second-biggest genre, 
with 15.9% of volume.

Looking just at on-demand audio streams 
for 2021, R&B/hip-hop was tops with 29.8% 
(294.89 billion of 988.14 billion), while rock 
was in second place with 17% (167.52 billion 
of 988.14 billion). The two genres were also 
the leaders in 2020, with 30.7% and 16.2% 
of on-demand audio streams that year, 
respectively.

Note: UGC streams are included in MRC 
Data’s industry streaming on-demand volume 
numbers and its year-end streaming song 
charts. UGC streams are not factored into any 
of Billboard’s weekly charts.

‘LEVITATING’ TO NO. 1: Dua Lipa’s 
“Levitating” was the most-streamed song 
of 2021 in the U.S., with 804.71 million 
on-demand audio and video streamed 
combined. It’s also the top-streamed song 
in terms of audio-only on-demand streams 
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(626.56 million). The most-streamed song 
of 2020 was Roddy Ricch’s “The Box” with 
1.32 billion clicks.

See the top 10 most-streamed songs, 
below.

“Levitating” was originally released in 
March of 2020 as part of the star’s Future 
Nostalgia album, and was promoted as a 
single in the fall of 2020. “Levitating” even-
tually peaked at No. 2 on the Billboard Hot 
100 chart, logged a record number of weeks 
in the top 10 for a song by a female artist 
(41), and was crowned the year-end No. 1 
song on the Hot 100 for 2021.

For clarity, in general, all variations of a 
song are combined for tracking purposes in 
MRC Data and on Billboard’s charts. Thus, 
all versions of “Levitating” are combined 
for tracking purposes, including its assorted 
dance remixes and variations featuring Da-
Baby, and Madonna and Missy Elliott, 
respectively. The same goes for The Week-
nd’s “Save Your Tears,” which began as a solo 
track in 2020, and now continues to be popu-
lar via its 2021 remix with Ariana Grande.

TOP 10 MOST STREAMED SONGS OF 
2021 IN U.S., ON-DEMAND (AUDIO & 
VIDEO COMBINED) 
1. Dua Lipa, “Levitating” (804.71 million) 
2. Olivia Rodrigo, “Drivers License” (761.58 
million) 
3. Olivia Rodrigo, “Good 4 U” (709.79 mil-
lion) 
4. Lil Nas X, “Montero (Call Me by Your 
Name)” (684.90 million) 
5. The Kid LAROI & Justin Bieber, “Stay” 
(679.90 million) 
6. The Weeknd & Ariana Grande, “Save Your 
Tears” (677.91 million) 
7. Masked Wolf, “Astronaut in the Ocean” 
(609.90 million) 
8. Doja Cat featuring SZA, “Kiss Me More” 
(599.06 million) 
9. Lil Nas X & Jack Harlow, “Industry Baby” 
(597.80 million) 
10. Polo G, “Rapstar” (572.96 million) 
Source: MRC Data, for the tracking period 
Jan. 1, 2021, through Dec. 30, 2021. Includes 
UGC streams.

TOP 10 MOST STREAMED SONGS OF 
2021 IN U.S., ON DEMAND AUDIO 
1. Dua Lipa, “Levitating” (626.56 million) 
2. Olivia Rodrigo, “Drivers License” (595.21 

million) 
3. Olivia Rodrigo, “Good 4 U” (579.61 mil-
lion) 
4. The Weeknd & Ariana Grande, “Save Your 
Tears” (558.16 million) 
5. Glass Animals, “Heat Waves” (517.98 mil-
lion) 
6. Doja Cat featuring SZA, “Kiss Me More” 
(500.07 million) 
7. Polo G, “Rapstar” (487.46 million) 
8. The Kid LAROI & Justin Bieber, “Stay” 
(486.45 million) 
9. Lil Nas X, “Montero (Call Me by Your 
Name)” (470.20 million) 
10. Masked Wolf, “Astronaut in the Ocean” 
(452.21 million) 
Source: MRC Data, for the tracking period 
Jan. 1, 2021, through Dec. 30, 2021. Includes 
UGC streams.

BTS’ BIG DIGITAL SALES: For the 
second year in a row, BTS has the year’s top-
selling digital song in the U.S., as “Butter” 
rounds out 2021 with 1.89 million down-
loads sold. In 2020, the group’s “Dynamite” 
was the top seller, with 1.26 million sold. 
2021 marks the third straight year in which 
only one song sold at least 1 million down-
loads, as digital track sales continue to erode 
on a yearly basis.

2021 marked the ninth consecutive year 
digital track sales declined, as they fell 13.2% 
to 202.92 million (down from 233.85 million 
in 2020).

TOP 10 SELLING DIGITAL SONGS OF 
2021 IN U.S. 
1. BTS, “Butter” (1.89 million) 
2. Walker Hayes, “Fancy Like” (499,000) 
3. BTS, “Permission to Dance” (404,000) 
4. Dua Lipa, “Levitating” (375,000) 
5. Masked Wolf, “Astronaut in the Ocean” 
(325,000) 
6. BTS, “Dynamite” (308,000) 
7. Coldplay x BTS, “My Universe” (287,000) 
8. Ed Sheeran, “Bad Habits” (282,000) 
9. Silk Sonic (Bruno Mars & Anderson 
.Paak), “Leave the Door Open” (260,000) 
10. The Weeknd & Ariana Grande, “Save 
Your Tears” (251,000) 
Source: MRC Data, for the tracking period 
Jan. 1, 2021, through Dec. 30, 2021.

DUA’S DOUBLE DUTY: Dua Lipa’s “Lev-
itating” was not only the most-streamed 
song of 2021 in the U.S., but also the biggest 

song on the radio. The track collected 2.94 
billion audience impressions across all mon-
itored radio stations. Audience impressions 
are measured by cross-reference plays with 
Nielsen Audio audience data – i.e., a play of 
a song on a top-rated New York station at 8 
a.m. on a Monday has more listeners (audi-
ence) than an overnight weekend play in a 
smaller city.

TOP 10 RADIO SONGS OF 2021 IN U.S. 
(BASED ON AUDIENCE IMPRESSIONS) 
1. Dua Lipa, “Levitating” (2.94 billion) 
2. The Weeknd & Ariana Grande, “Save Your 
Tears” (2.41 billion) 
3. Chris Brown & Young Thug, “Go Crazy” 
(2.21 billion) 
4. The Weeknd, “Blinding Lights” (2.13 bil-
lion) 
5. Silk Sonic (Bruno Mars & Anderson 
.Paak), “Leave the Door Open” (2.11 billion) 
6. Doja Cat featuring SZA, “Kiss Me More” 
(2.03 billion) 
7. 24kGolden featuring Iann Dior, “Mood” 
(1.94 billion) 
8. Ariana Grande, “Positions” (1.87 billion) 
9. Olivia Rodrigo, “Good 4 U” (1.854 billion) 
10. Ed Sheeran, “Bad Habits” (1.849 billion) 
Source: MRC Data, for the tracking period 
Jan. 1, 2021, through Dec. 30, 2021. 

Phil Collins’ Solo 
and Genesis 
Catalog May 
Be Next Big 
Publishing Sale
BY ED CHRISTMAN

F
ollowing the blockbuster 
sale of David Bowie‘s publishing 
catalog earlier this month, it’s clear 
that the torrid music asset trad-

ing marketplace remains red hot. Next up, 
according to sources, is the catalog of Phil 
Collins, who is coming to market with a 
package of solo and Genesis publishing, 
along with solo master recording royalties, 
plus his share of master royalties from a few, 
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but not all, albums from his legendary prog-
turned-pop band.

Collins’ solo hits include “In The Air To-
night” (6.46 million song consumption units 
in the U.S., according to MRC Data); “You’ll 
Be In My Heart” (2.9 million song consump-
tion units); “Against All Odds” (2.19 million 
song consumption units); “Another Day 
In Paradise” and his covers of “A Groovy 
Kind Of Love” and “You Can’t Hurry Love,” 
which each have generated song consump-
tion units topping the million-unit mark. 
From his Genesis career the publishing 
component of the package includes “That’s 
All” (nearly 1.26 million song consump-
tion units); and “Invisible Touch,” “Land of 
Confusion,” “Follow You Follow Me,” “In 
Too Deep,” and “I Can’t Dance,” all songs 
in which he shares a co-writer credit and 
all of which have each generated between 
500,000 to 1 million song consumption 
units.

Those source say that Tony Smith—who 
manages Collins and Genesis and who 
is said to be discretely shopping the PC 
income-stream deal to a few potential music 
asset buyers—is looking for bids upwards 
of $200 million. While sources declined to 
disclose royalty amounts involved in the 
package of income streams, Billboard esti-
mates that the publishing royalties in ques-
tion average about $6.2 million annually and 
the recorded music royalties at about $5.03 
million yearly.

Smith says Billboard’s assessment that the 
catalog is up for sale is “wrong.” In an e-mail 
responding to a request for comment, Smith 
wrote, “Over the last three or four years 
there have been several major deals, with 
quite a few bidders in the market looking to 
purchase publishing and recording copy-
rights, amongst many others we have been 
approached on several occasions. While we 
continue to monitor the market activities as 
managers, this should not be described as 
shopping or being up for sale… How people 
describe the fact of us answering the phone 
is not within our control or concern.”

Sources, however, indicate that a package of 
financials regarding the catalog have been circu-
lated among a select group of potential suitors.

Using Billboard’s income stream esti-
mates, and looking first at publishing which 

nowadays has enjoyed multiples in the range 
of 15 times to 30 times, with the latter mul-
tiple dependent on whether the songwriter 
has a catalog filled with iconic songs, for the 
Collins catalog a 20 times multiple would 
bring in $124 million; a 25 times multiple 
could bring in $155 million; and if Collins 
were to achieve a 30 times multiple in any 
contemplated transaction, that would mean 
a $186 million payday. Collins’ publishing is 
currently administered by Concord, accord-
ing to industry song databases.

Moving over to his artist royalties, which 
nowadays trade on multiples of anywhere 
from 13 times to 20 times, besides Col-
lins solo recordings, the master recording 
royalties, sources say, include a few Genesis 
albums recorded after the 1975 departure 
of Peter Gabriel when Collins, the band’s 
drummer, added lead singer duties. At $5 
million in royalties, a 15 times multiple 
would bring in $75 million and a 20 times 
multiple would hit a $100 million payday. 
All of Collins’ solo albums and all of Genesis’ 
albums are on Atlantic in North America, 
although a sale of the Collins master record-
ing royalty income stream likely would 
have no impact on the distribution of those 
albums.

So if current market conditions continue 
to prevail, the potential sale of Collins’ 
royalty income streams, if it were to occur, 
could potentially bring in a combined pay-
day that would range anywhere from $200 
million to $285 million, and maybe even as 
much as $300 million in total. 

Kanye West 
to Headline 
Coachella 2022, 
Considering 
Sunday Service
BY DAVE BROOKS 

K
anye West — who now goes 
by Ye — has been tapped to 
headline Sunday night at this 
year’s Coachella Valley Music 

and Arts Festival and might also stage a sec-
ond Sunday Service performance a source 
tells Billboard. Billie Eilish is also in talks to 
headline the event — likely Friday — sources 
confirms.

The headliner news comes after a chaotic 
48 hours for festival organizer Goldenvoice 
as it moves artists in and out of the event’s 
three headliner slots, originally set for the 
2020 iteration that was postponed several 
times during the pandemic. Billboard has 
confirmed that previous headliners Travis 
Scott and Rage Against the Machine will 
no longer headline the 2022 edition of the 
festival after originally being tapped for the 
2020 show. Scott was effectively dropped 
from the lineup following the tragic death 
of 10 attendees at his Astroworld festival in 
Houston on Nov. 5.

Goldenvoice is also considering mov-
ing Swedish House Mafia out of the head-
liner slot, Billboard has learned, as organiz-
ers evaluate all of their options for the two 
weekend festival, April 15-17 and April 22-24 
at the Empire Polo Grounds in Indio, Calif.

Both Ye and Eilish’s agreements still have 
to be finalized, and while a Sunday Service-
style performance is still being considered, 
a return of the church-like event after it first 
debuted at the festival in 2019 has generated 
significant buzz.

Ye previously headlined the 2011 edition 
of Coachella, while Eilish performed at the 
festival in 2019 — the last year the festival 
was held. Swedish House Mafia performed 
in 2012.
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TMZ and Variety first reported the news 
of Billie and Ye’s bookings, respectively.

The 2020 edition – which Rage Against 
the Machine, Scott and Frank Ocean were 
slated to headline – was moved to October 
2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic before 
being scrapped altogether; the 2021 festival 
was also canceled. In August, it was revealed 
that Ocean would instead headline the 
festival in 2023, leaving the third headliner 
slot open.

While Ye and Eilish are certainly big gets 
for the festival, some observers are now 
questioning the viability of Coachella’s April 
dates — which were set last June — amid 
skyrocketing coronavirus infections due 
to the highly-contagious omicron variant. 
Earlier Wednesday (Jan. 5), the Recording 
Academy postponed its 2022 Grammys 
ceremony, which had been slated for Jan. 
31. Sources tell Billboard it may now be held 
sometime in the spring. 

Irving Azoff’s 
PRO and Radio 
Licensing Group 
Reach Conditional 
Agreement to End 
Legal Battle
BY KRISTIN ROBINSON

A
fter five years of antitrust litiga-
tion, the Radio Music Licens-
ing Committee and the Irving 
Azoff-founded performance 

rights organization Global Music 
Rights have reached a conditional agree-
ment.

Word of the agreement was sent to 
broadcasters on Jan. 5, stating that direct 
communication with broadcasters from 
GMR was forthcoming and that the details 
of the settlement must remain confiden-
tial; however, the statement explained that 
this deal would ensure broadcasters have 
a stable performance license rate for GMR 

songs for “several years,” according to the 
press release, and that it would put an end 
to five years of litigation between RMLC 
and GMR.

In order to ensure litigation ends and the 
agreement is reached, a specific percentage 
of the RMLC’s 10,000-plus member stations 
need to sign on. If not enough broadcasters 
oblige by the deadline of Jan. 31, GMR states 
it has “not made any commitment to offer 
any other license to radio stations.”

“If this settlement fails and litigation con-
tinues, there is no guarantee GMR will make 
another license available to your stations at 
all, much less at the prices in this settle-
ment,” the announcement warns.

The joint announcement also explains to 
broadcasters that the settlement is an effort 
to end the five-year legal battle between 
GMR and RMLC, which has cost both sides 
a lot of “time and money.” The deal is said 
to reflect the growth of GMR’s roster over 
the course of the antitrust battle as well as 
other changes in the “licensing landscape” 
and will treat all comparable radio stations 
consistently.

Over the course of their dispute, which 
began in 2016, RMLC and GMR have 
lobbed several insults at each other. RMLC 
, for example, has accused GMR — which 
represents some of music’s biggest stars 
like Bruce Springsteen, Drake and Bruno 
Mars — of “orchestrating an exodus by art-
ists from other PROs specifically in order 
to raise the price of pre-existing music 
licenses.” Meanwhile, GMR has referred to 
the RMLC as a “78-year-old radio car-
tel,” citing that the committee controls over 
90% of radio industry revenue.

Should broadcasters fail to agree to the 
forthcoming deal, the current license used 
by broadcasters will expire on March 31, 
2022. 

Omicron 
Cancellations 
Signal a Rough 
Start to 2022 for 
Veteran Acts, 
Drag Queens & 
More
BY STEVE KNOPPER

K
ochina Rude, a Bay Area drag 
queen who once performed 
on Halloween with skeletons 
affixed to her flame-patterned 

dress, was supposed to headline San Fran-
cisco’s Oasis nightclub on New Year’s Eve. 
But Dec. 31 was during the thick of the 
spread of the omicron variant of COVID-19 
in the U.S., and Rude tested positive, as did 
several Oasis staff members and perform-
ers, so the show had to cancel. They weren’t 
alone: numerous other acts, from Phish at 
New York City’s Madison Square Garden 
to the Zac Brown Band at CBS’ New Year’s 
Eve Live Celebration in Nashville to Spoon 
in Austin, had to cancel or postpone their 
shows due to the spike.

“New Year’s Eve is symbolic of all the 
ways the drag community in San Francisco 
had been resilient during the pandemic,” 
says Rude, who, with her duo Princess, 
planned to perform Julie Brown’s “The 
Homecoming Queen’s Got a Gun” at mid-
night. “People were looking for a way to 
blow off steam after a really challenging 
year.”

After a devastating 2020, concerts started 
to come back in the vaccine-and-booster 
era, but omicron took off just as artists and 
promoters were preparing their New Year’s 
extravaganzas. Brown, the country-rock 
superstar, announced he tested positive 
“despite taking precautions”; Phish canceled 
its three-set MSG performance because, 
according to a statement, “the health and 
safety of Phish fans, our crew and venue 
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staff is paramount in our minds”; Zedd, the 
EDM star, canceled a party at Las Vegas’ 
Zouk when members of his touring crew 
tested positive.

“We were trying to find a replacement 
crew, but fans were saying, ‘This is not the 
most ideal date for us,’” says Lee Anderson, 
agent for Zedd, Skrillex and Disclosure. 
“Airlines had to cancel because they weren’t 
able to staff. Venues weren’t able to staff. It 
ends up not being the best idea.”

Although Anderson calls New Year’s Eve 
“a day in the year,” it’s a crucially important 
day in financial terms for many venues. 
“It’s been pretty devastating,” says Carissa 
Hatchel, booking manager for the Oasis, 
where five of 10 management staffers came 
down with COVID in December, as well as 
lighting and sound techs. “If we were charg-
ing $40 a ticket, and were able to get 500 
people, that’s $20,000 — a significant day, 
comparable to a full weekend.”

“Big-event holidays” such as New Year’s, 
Halloween and Pride are critical for drag 
queen performers, Rude says: “This is a 
night we’re guaranteed to have a full audi-
ence, which means we’ll make more money 
in tips, more people will get exposed to our 
art and visibility is heightened.”

Phish was able to reschedule its canceled 
New Year’s Eve-week shows at MSG to 
another festive period — four nights begin-
ning 4/20, a holiday for many of the band’s 
fans. Anderson, the agent whose company, 
Wasserman Music, also represents Phish, is 
confident the bleak New Year’s Eve will be 
a temporary blip that happened to coincide 
with omicron’s peak. “Everybody’s very op-
timistic about 2022,” he says. “I don’t think 
this is going to last that long.”

Smaller acts like the Melvins are more 
uncertain. The venerable grunge band was 
supposed to do two shows, Dec. 30 and 31, 
at San Francisco’s Great American Music 
Hall, but the club ran out of healthy staffers 
who were able to work and canceled both 
shows two days before the gigs. “I’m getting 
really sick of all this,” says Buzz Osborne, 
frontman for the band, which is scheduled 
to open a Ministry tour beginning in March, 
pending omicron and COVID. “New Year’s is 
a big deal. It would’ve been nice to start over 
and kick off [2022] with a big thing.”

Canceling the New Year’s Eve gigs, which 
generally carry higher ticket prices, was 
“just devastating,” Osborne adds. “We had 
all these plans and they’re down the drain. 
[Fans] were going to get a hotel, rent a car, 
fly there; with us, rent a vehicle, get hotel 
rooms, employ people. All that just stops. 
It’s a massive amount of financial nightmar-
ish crap.” 

Bob Dylan 
Blasts Catalog 
Sale Lawsuit 
for Seeking 
‘Unjustified 
Windfall’
BY BILL DONAHUE

B
ob Dylan wants a New York 
appeals court to reject efforts 
to revive a lawsuit that sought a 
cut from his huge catalog sale to 

Universal Music Publishing Group, calling 
it an “opportunistic attempt” at an “unjusti-
fied windfall.”

Filed last year by the widow of a 
songwriter Jacques Levy – the co-writer 
of “Hurricane” and nine other songs on 
Dylan’s 1976 album Desire – the lawsuit 
sought a portion of the estimated $300 mil-
lion sale. But a judge ruled in August that 
Levy had signed away any ownership rights 
to the songs when they were written.

With the estate currently appealing that 
ruling, attorneys for Dylan filed his formal 
response on Wednesday – and they didn’t 
hold back.

“This lawsuit is plaintiffs’ opportunistic 
attempt to rewrite a 45-year-old employ-
ment contract to obtain a windfall pay-
ment that the contract does not allow,” 
wrote Orin Snyder, a top litigator at the law 
firm Gibson Dunn. “This court should hold 
plaintiffs to the plain terms of the contract 
Levy signed 45 years ago and affirm the 
trial court’s decision to dismiss this entire 

lawsuit with prejudice.”
The case was filed in January 2021 by 

Levy’s widow, Claudia Levy, a month after 
news broke that Dylan had sold his entire 
songwriting catalog of more than 600 
songs to UMPG. Levy claimed that the 
estate was entitled to a cut of the deal under 
a 1975 deal inked over his contributions 
to Desire.

But just a few months later, Judge Barry 
Ostrager tossed the case, ruling that the 
1975 deal was a so-called work-for-hire 
agreement that had clearly granted all 
ownership rights to Dylan. The judge said 
Levy was entitled only to his ongoing royalty 
payments, not a cut of the rights sale.

Levy filed an appeal in November, argu-
ing that Ostrager had botched the ruling by 
“citing inapposite cases and ignoring that 
critical information.” She called Dylan’s 
successful defense “the ultimate attempt to 
rewrite Levy out of Dylan’s history.”

In Wednesday’s response, Dylan’s attor-
neys said there was no grounds to overturn 
the dismissal. The contract was “clear and 
indisputable” that Levy was to receive only 
a royalty.

“The plain language of the 1975 Agree-
ment precludes plaintiffs’ effort to reap an 
unjustified windfall from the sale of Dylan’s 
copyrights,” Snyder wrote.

Noting that the Levy estate would con-
tinue to be paid royalties by UMPG after 
the sale, the filing said the estate was trying 
to unfairly “double-dip” on the contract 
– meaning asking to receive both royalty 
payments and a cut of the sale price paid out 
to Dylan.

“It would be commercially unreasonable, 
grossly unfair, and downright absurd to pay 
Plaintiffs their continued stream of royalty 
payments in addition to a share of the sale 
money when the only rights relinquished in 
the sale were Dylan’s, not Plaintiffs’,” Snyder 
wrote.

Looking ahead, the Levy estate will file a 
formal reply next week. The court will likely 
hear oral arguments at some point after that, 
before issuing a ruling at some point in the 
coming months. An attorney for the Levy 
estate did not immediately respond to a 
request for comment Thursday. 
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Ticketmaster, Live 
Nation Sued Again 
Over ‘Predatory’ 
Practices
BY BILL DONAHUE

T
icketmaster and parent company 
Live Nation are facing another 
lawsuit that claims they’re violat-
ing antitrust laws by monopolizing 

the market for concert tickets and engaging 
in “predatory” behavior – only this time 
with added accusations that they’re foisting 
new draconian arbitration agreements on 
ticket buyers.

Echoing claims made in an earlier lawsuit 
filed in 2020 by the same attorneys, the new 
case filed Tuesday argues that Ticketmas-
ter’s dominant market share and Live Na-
tion’s huge influence over touring allow the 
combined entity to bully venues and charge 
“extraordinarily high” prices to consumers.

“Defendants’ anticompetitive scheme has 
been wildly successful and today threatens 
to put nearly all ticketing services for major 
concert venues … under Ticketmaster’s 
monopolistic thumb,” wrote attorneys at 
top litigation firm Quinn Emanuel, which 
represents the consumers suing Live Nation 
and Ticketmaster.

The case seeks to represent a nationwide 
class of consumers who purchased tickets 
from Ticketmaster, which could include 
“hundreds of thousands if not millions” of 
people.

The new lawsuit is something of a second 
crack for the legal team at Quinn Emanuel, 
after a ruling last year that tossed out 
their earlier case against Ticketmaster on 
procedural grounds. At the time, a federal 
judge ruled that when plaintiffs purchased 
their tickets, they had agreed to settle any 
disputes with Ticketmaster via private arbi-
tration rather than in open court.

While that ruling is pending on appeal, 
the new lawsuit filed this week added new 
accusations that take square aim at Ticket-
master’s use of such arbitration agreements, 

including claims that the company has re-
cently begun using new language that’s even 
more unfair to buyers.

“The [new] agreement … requires con-
sumers to engage in a novel and one-sided 
process that is tailored to disadvantage con-
sumers,” wrote the Quinn Emanuel attor-
neys. “The … agreement skews the odds so 
egregiously in defendants’ favor through its 
defense-biased provisions, and is imposed 
in such a procedurally unfair manner, that it 
is permeated with unconscionability to a far 
greater degree than the prior … agreement.”

In a statement to Billboard, a spokeswom-
an for Live Nation said: “Plaintiff’s attorneys 
have made prior, unsuccessful attempts to 
bring nearly identical class actions. We are 
confident in the judicial process.”

Ticketmaster and Live Nation have long 
been dogged by accusations that they exert 
an unfair dominance over the market for 
live concerts, particularly since they merged 
in 2010.

The combined entity has operated for its 
entire existence under a so-called consent 
decree imposed by the U.S. Department of 
Justice when it approved the merger. Under 
the decree, Live Nation is prohibited from 
retaliating against venues that refuse to use 
Ticketmaster. Those restrictions were set 
to expire in 2020 but were extended by five 
years in 2019 after the DOJ accused Live 
Nation of repeatedly violating the decree. 
More recently, members of Congress have 
called for new investigations into the com-
pany’s dominance.

In addition to Quinn Emanuel, the plain-
tiffs in the new case are also represented by 
the law firm Keller Lenkner LLC. 

Nas Will Sell 
Streaming Royalty 
Rights to Fans 
Using Blockchain 
Technology
BY KRISTIN ROBINSON

O
n Jan. 11, Nas is selling 50% of 
the streaming royalty rights for 
his master recordings “Ultra 
Black” and “Rare,” using the 

platform Royal. This marks the first-ever 
sale for Royal — a buzzy new startup, co-
founded by electronic musician and crypto 
pioneer Justin “3LAU” Blau, which acts as 
a platform for anyone to buy rights to songs 
or recordings directly from artists. Hoping 
to lower the barrier between artists and 
their fans, Royal was founded on the ethos 
that the general public should be able to buy 
in to their favorite artists’ music and that 
artists should have more options than just 
the traditional path of label funding.

“Having Nas be the first artist to sell 
royalty rights through Royal is an incredible 
affirmation of our mission,” says 3LAU. “It’s 
proof that artists across genres feel strongly 
about democratizing ownership of their 
music, and that they want to be connected 
to their listeners on a deeper level.”

Royal, however, is not the first company 
to test out selling fractional ownership of 
music rights. Similar startups like Vezt and 
Bluebox have been working to provide the 
public access to buy into music rights using 
blockchain for the last few years, though 
each company takes a different approach 
and the rights offered for sale vary. Vezt, for 
example, models these music rights sales 
after Wall Street — instead of Initial Public 
Offering, a Vezt sale is cheekily called Initial 
Song Offering, or an “ISO.”

In less than a year, Royal has proven to 
be a worthy new opponent in the burgeon-
ing field, given the powerful industry and 
artist backers its acquired. In November, 
the startup announced its $55M Series A 
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funding round, led by venture capital firm 
Andreessen Horowitz and participation 
from investors like CAA , WME, Crush 
Music, Coinbase Ventures, Founders Fund, 
Paradigm, and NEA’s Connect Ventures. 
Beyond just company backers, Royal also 
boasts investment participation from artists 
like The Chainsmokers, Logic, Kygo, Stefflon 
Don, Joyner Lucas, Disclosure, and Nas.

For the Nas sale, anyone is able to sign up, 
using their email address on the company’s 
website . The exact timing of the sale is 
undisclosed, but those who sign up will re-
ceive notifications with more details directly 
from Royal. During the sale, fans can choose 
between different tiered token options of 
streaming royalty ownership for each track, 
titled Gold, Platinum and Diamond. The 
price of each level is fixed and ranges from 
$99-$9,999 with higher tiers offering more 
streaming royalties and other exclusive 
perks. This is a first-come, first-served basis 
and sales will end once all of fans shares add 
up to 50% of each song.

While the concept of selling fractions 
of royalty income or overall ownership of 
music via blockchain poses an exciting new 
frontier, legal barriers block many art-
ists from participating, but Nas is an ideal 
candidate for a sale with Royal because he 
owns 100% of his master recordings for both 
singles, a rarity in the music business. While 
most major artists have either signed away 
the ownership of their masters to labels or 
signed away control for a decade or more 
in direct licensing deals with labels, Nas 
works with the independent label Mass 
Appeal, where he is a partner, allowing him 
the opportunity to control the rights of 
his own creations under the deal. The two 
songs also do not contain samples, which 
typically require artists to cede chunks of 
their master recording ownership to other 
parties. Because of these barriers, it remains 
unrealistic for many household names to 
participate in sales like this one.

Beyond the question of ownership, some 
lawyers speculate a barrier for these frac-
tional sales of music rights is future regula-
tion by the SEC, which could potentially 
deem this as a form of security. A represen-
tative for the company says, however, that 
“Royal is following guidance from regula-

tors who have indicated that they consider 
digital assets such as cryptocurrencies and 
NFTs, due to their decentralization, as 
commodities like gold and other precious 
metals, rather than securities. Royal’s novel 
non-fungible asset standard, the Limited 
Digital Asset, fails the third pillar of the 
Howey Test, and therefore can’t be consid-
ered a security. In addition, Royal works 
with former regulators to ensure its flagship 
LDAs will follow geographic rules. Artists 
can’t use Royal to fundraise for unreleased 
songs. Owning master recording rights and 
music today is not treated as a security and 
Royal has no plans of issuing securities in 
the short term.” 

UK Music Sales 
Up 8.7% as 
Vinyl Outpaces 
Streaming Growth
BY RICHARD SMIRKE

L
ONDON – Vinyl sales grew twice 
as fast as streaming in the United 
Kingdom last year, helping drive an 
8.7% rise in overall music spend-

ing, according to year-end figures from the 
Entertainment Retailers Association (ERA).

Vinyl album sales rose by 23% to £136 
million ($184 million) in 2021, compared 
to 10.9% growth in subscription streaming 
revenue over the same period. Overall music 
spending rose to £1.68 billion ($2.3 billion), 
the organization says in its preliminary an-
nual figures published on Wednesday (Jan. 
5).

While vinyl sales outpaced streaming, 
digital music services like Spotify, Amazon 
Music, YouTube Music and Apple Music 
account for almost 80% of recorded music 
spending in the U.K., with subscription 
revenues climbing to a record high of £1.3 
billion ($1.8 billion), up 10.9% from 2020.

ERA estimates that streaming subscrip-
tions would have delivered around £900 
million ($1.2 billion) to record companies 
and publishers in 2021, based on the current 

business model whereby streaming services 
pay out around 70% of subscription rev-
enues to labels and rights holders.

In its year-end listening figures, released 
earlier this week, labels trade body BPI 
reports that a record 147 billion tracks were 
streamed in the U.K. last year, up 5.7% on 
2020, and the equivalent of 159 million al-
bums were purchased across all formats, an 
increase of 2.5% on last year’s total. Mean-
while, nearly 2,000 artists were streamed 
more than 10 million times in the U.K., a 
25% jump in the number of artists streamed 
at that level two years ago (180 artists 
achieved more than 100 million streams).

In the U.S. vinyl sales also outpaced 
streaming growth in the first half of 2021, 
according to MRC Data. While on-demand 
streams grew by 10.8% to 555.3 billion, vinyl 
unit sales more than doubled between Janu-
ary and June to 19.2 million.

Although both the ERA and BPI use 
Official Charts Company sales data as the 
basis for their reporting, the two organiza-
tions take different approaches to measuring 
the health of the recorded music business. 
ERA’s figures are based on retail spending in 
the U.K., whereas BPI’s measure music con-
sumption levels. (ERA’s streaming numbers 
are estimates based on information provided 
by digital services and label trade income 
reported to BPI). BPI and ERA are both due 
to publish their full annual reports later in 
the year.

Key takeaways from ERA’s analysis of the 
British recorded music market:

Total music sales hit £1.68 billion ($2.3 
billion), up 8.7% on 2020.

Subscription streaming revenues rose 
10.9% to £1.3 billion ($1.8 billion).

Vinyl sales climbed 23% to £136 million 
($184 million), offsetting a fall in CD sales 
and helping physical format revenues grow 
7.3%, their first increase since 2001.

CD sales fell 3.9% to £150 million ($203 
million).

Album downloads dropped 23%, and now 
generate £33 million ($33 million).

Revenues from cassette sales grew by 26% 
year-on-year to £1.5 million ($2 million), but 
the niche format still represents a miniscule 
fraction of the overall market (less than 
0.5%).
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BPI reports that streaming now accounts 
for 83% of U.K. music consumption, with 
physical formats representing 12.5%. Break-
ing down physical format sales, 14 million 
CDs were sold in the U.K. last year, down 
11% from 2020, with 5.3 million vinyl LPs 
purchased, a rise of 11% year-on-year. And 
185,000 cassettes were sold, up 19% and the 
highest number since 2003.

Best-selling titles across all formats 
included = by Ed Sheeran and Voy-
age by ABBA, while Adele’s 30 was the 
year’s biggest selling album in the U.K. Also 
making the top 10 were releases by Ol-
ivia Rodrigo, Queen, Dua Lipa, Elton 
John and Fleetwood Mac.

The year-on-year growth of the U.K. mu-
sic business is welcome news to label bosses 
and execs following a turbulent 12 months 
that saw large numbers of artists, including 
stars like Paul McCartney and The Rolling 
Stones, criticize the streaming business 
for making low payments to musicians and 
creators.

Last year also saw the conclusion of a 
nine-month Parliamentary probe into the 
streaming model, which found that the 
business was “unsustainable” in its current 
form. The United Kingdom’s competition 
enforcer, The Competition and Markets 
Authority, is currently conducting a market 
study of the U.K. record business, looking 
at the dominant market share of the major 
labels, Universal Music Group, Sony Music 
Entertainment and Warner Music Group.

“Success today is gauged in the multi-
millions, sometimes billions of streams, 
which generate micropayments that build 
over time,” says BPI chief executive Geoff 
Taylor. “This year’s growth shows there is 
a huge appetite for music, and we believe 
that by working together we can increase 
the value of the whole music market, so that 
streaming can support even more artists in 
the future.” 

ABBA’s ‘Voyage’ 
Was U.K.’s Best-
Selling Vinyl 
Album of 2021
BY LARS BRANDLE 

A
BBA’s 2021 comeback was noth-
ing short of a pop music miracle. 
And it paid off, with a U.K. No. 1 
album in Voyage, their first set of 

new music in four decades.
Voyage snares another special honor: it 

was the best-selling vinyl album in the U.K. 
for 2021.

According to new market data published 
by the Official Charts Company, Voy-
age shifted over 40,000 units on wax since 
its release in November.

Following its release, Voyage bowed at 
No. 1 on the Official Albums Chart, with 
physical sales accounting for 90% of its first 
week tally. Of that sum, almost 30,000 units 
were vinyl, making it the fastest-selling 
release in that format this century, eclipsing 
the 24,500 first-week vinyl sales of Arctic 
Monkeys’ 2018 effort Tranquility Base Hotel 
& Casino.

Brits are, for the most part, ABBA-
obsessed. The Swedish foursome’s greatest 
hits compilation Gold is the only album in 
history to log 1,000 weeks on the Official 
U.K. Albums Chart (it’s now up to 1,026 
weeks, and counting). And prior to its 
release, Voyage set a new mark for its label 
with more than 80,000 pre-orders in just 
three days.

The ABBA voyage is just getting started. 
The legendary pop act will appear in virtual 
form for a residency this spring in London, 
featuring their latest and greatest tunes.

Coming in at No. 2 on the Official 
Charts Company’s year-end vinyl chart 
is Adele’s 30, which shifted 37,000 copies on 
vinyl, including 16,700 in its opening week. 
30 finished the year as the biggest album, 
based on a combination of sales and streams, 
or “combined” units.

Vinyl continues to spin a tune of growth, 

despite challenges with supply and pro-
duction. Vinyl sales in the U.K. last year 
lifted by 11%, to 5.3 million units, for the 
format’s 14th consecutive year of growth, 
the OCC reports.

Read more here.
Official Top 10 best-selling vinyl al-

bums of 2021: 
1. Voyage, Abba 
2. 30, Adele 
3. Rumours, Fleetwood Mac 
4. =, Ed Sheeran 
5. Back To Black, Amy Winehouse 
6. Nevermind, Nirvana 
7. Greatest Hits, Queen 
8. Chemtrails Over The Country Club, Lana 
Del Rey 
9. Blue Weekend, Wolf Alice 
10. Fine Line, Harry Styles 

Best of CES 2022: 
Billboard’s Picks 
for Top Audio 
Gear
BY MICAH SINGLETON 

F
or most of the past half-century, 
the Consumer Electronics Show 
(CES) has been the most influen-
tial technology event in the world. 

It’s where the CD player, the DVD, Nin-
tendo’s NES, Microsoft’s Xbox and Tetris 
made their big debuts, and more recently it’s 
where startups like Oculus (now a subsid-
iary of Meta) showed off their hardware 
before becoming key cogs in the future of 
technology.

Now, Billboard is giving out awards to 
the best and most innovative products an-
nounced at CES in the audio space, includ-
ing headphones, speakers, TVs and software 
that improves the audio experience for 
music lovers. Some of these products are 
prototypes, and some are available in stores 
today or will be in the coming months, but 
all of them represent the next steps in the 
evolution of sound and how the public will 
be consuming audio in the near future. Here 
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are the winners of Billboard’s inaugural Best 
of CES Awards.

Best in Show (hardware) — Mayht Heart-
Motion & Mayht x Exeger light-powered 
speaker

Mayht, a small four-year-old Dutch 
startup claims Billboard’s top CES award 
with its stunning HeartMotion technology 
that reinvents a speakers’ driver component 
that would allow manufacturers to produce 
more powerful speakers in smaller forms. 
“With our technology, you can make speak-
ers up to 10 times smaller, or you can keep 
them the same size and make them 10 times 
more powerful,” says Mayht co-founder and 
CEO Mattias Scheek. Scheek co-founded 
Mayht with his brother Timothy Scheek 
(CTO) and former Sony exec Max van den 
Berg (CCO). “Timothy and I, we have been 
very passionate about audio since we were 
seven and eight years old, and our dream 
always has been to make the best speaker 
in the world, and in the end, get something 
that’s really for the masses.”

Billboard was the first publication to 
experience the innovative technology in 
person, listening to a speaker designed using 
Heartmotion and comparable in size to an 
Amazon Echo Dot produce enough bass 
and clarity to easily rival a Sonos One, and 
hearing another Heartmotion speaker the 
size of a hardcover book perform equally to 
the $550 Sonos Five speaker. Mayht has also 
partnered with investor and solar technol-
ogy firm Exeger to create a prototype of a 
light-powered speaker using Mayht’s Heart-
motion technology, which the companies 
say features unlimited battery life.

Mayht isn’t looking to compete with 
the likes of Sonos, Apple and JBL with its 
Heartmotion technology, instead preferring 
to license its technology to firms who are al-
ready a staple in the audio market. Going off 
what we heard in Las Vegas, that shouldn’t 
be a challenging task.

Best Headphones (overall) & Best Over-
the-Ear Headphones — Mark Levinson No 
5909

With a $1,000 price tag, the Mark Levin-
son No 5909 is nowhere close to affordable 
for most of the public, but if excellent audio 
quality and compatibility with high-res 
audio is your goal, the No 5909 checks 

all the boxes. The high-end audio brand 
known for automotive sound systems and 
home audio setups has released its first pair 
of headphones, designed specifically for 
high-fidelity audio and comfort. Featuring a 
leather headband and ear cushions, 40mm 
Beryllium coated drivers, up to 34 hours 
of playback time and a slew of adapters for 
every situation (including an airplane adap-
tor), the No 5909 headphones meet nearly 
every need for an audiophile on the go.

The company says the headphones are 
compatible with “24-bit/96kHz processing 
and acoustic response up to 40kHz,” and 
will feature three different active noise can-
cellation modes for quiet flights and train 
rides. Given the price tag that should be 
expected, but fitting everything on an audio-
phile’s wish list into one pair of headphones 
is a feat that should not be overlooked no 
matter the cost. The headphones are avail-
able today for $999.

Best In-Ear/Wireless Headphones — 
Jabra Elite 4 Active

Jabra has consistently produced some of 
the best low-cost true wireless earbuds in 
the industry, and the Jabra Elite 4 Active 
takes the next step, improving on the widely 
praised Jabra Elite 3 headphones which 
were released back in August. The biggest 
complaint about the Elite 3 was the lack 
of active noise cancellation, which Jabra 
promptly added to the Elite 4 Active, along 
with improving its water and dust resistance 
all while maintaining the same battery life (7 
hours of playback, 28 hours with the charg-
ing case), according to the company.

The Jabra Elite 4 Active headphones are 
available today for $120.

Best in Show (software) — Samsung 
Watch Together

Samsung’s latest software feature for 
its ever-increasing slate of TVs is Watch 
Together, a new app that will allow Samsung 
TV owners to video chat with their friends 
and families while watching shows, movies, 
and concerts together. The feature, which 
is similar to one Apple rolled out on iOS 
devices earlier this year, continues the trend 
of shared viewing experiences that will con-
tinue as we get closer to the metaverse, the 
ultimate shared viewing experience.

Best TV for Audio — Sony Bravia XR 

A95K TV
Sony TVs have been known for their 

superb audio for years, and the latest Bravia 
set is no different. The Sony Bravia XR 
A95K did enough to garner attention by be-
ing the world’s first QD-OLED (an improved 
version of OLED that should produce better 
brightness and more consistent colors) 
TV, but thanks to several industry-leading 
audio features, the XR A95K is our pick for 
best TV for audio at CES. The 65-inch TV 
includes Acoustic Surface Audio+, a feature 
Sony says uses actuators to match the posi-
tion of the sound with the images on screen, 
and 360 Spatial Sound Personalizer, which 
allows owners of select Sony headphones to 
optimize their spatial audio sound experi-
ence.

Sony says the XR A95K will be available 
later this year.

Best Home Theater System — Samsung 
HW-S800B

While Sony may own the crown for best 
TV audio this year, Samsung takes the title 
of best home theater system, thanks to its 
new soundbar that includes wireless Dolby 
Atmos support, allowing the new HW-
S800B Ultra Slim Soundbar and Samsung’s 
2022 QLED TV lineup to connect without 
having to run wires. The HW-S800B is also 
one of the thinnest soundbars you’ll come 
across, with a depth of 1.6 inches, allowing it 
to be less intrusive in your viewing experi-
ence.

Samsung has yet to give a release date or 
price for the HW-S800B.

Best Computer Headphones — Alien-
ware Tri-Mode Wireless Gaming Headset 
(AW920H)

Dell’s Alienware subsidiary has been 
a staple in PC gaming for years, and its 
latest gaming headset looks to help the 
brand maintain that status. Already a CES 
Innovation Award Honoree, the Alien-
ware Tri-Mode Wireless Gaming Headset 
takes Billboard’s award for best computer 
headphones thanks to that “tri-mode” 
feature that allows the headset to work over 
Bluetooth 5.2, via a usb-c dongle, or through 
a traditional 3.5mm headphone cord, 
providing complete compatibility with any 
device you may come across.

Add in 40mm drivers, active noise cancel-
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lation, 55 hours of battery life on a single 
charge and Dolby Atmos Virtual Surround 
Sound support, and the $199 headphones 
made it an easy choice. The Alienware Tri-
Mode Wireless Gaming Headset (AW920H) 
will be available this winter, according to 
Alienware.

Best Wireless Speaker — JBL BoomBox 3
JBL’s BoomBox 3 improves on the past 

two versions of the BoomBox — giant, 
party-approved wireless speakers that are 
rugged enough to survive a pool party and 
last through the night. On top of the 24-hour 
battery life, waterproofing, and the ability 
to charge your phone that came with the 
BoomBox 2, the latest version improves 
on the bass and overall sound profile, with 
JBL promising a better audio experience 
thanks to a new three-way speaker system. 
The company says the BoomBox 3 can also 
connect to two devices at once and will be 
available in black and camouflage this sum-
mer for €549 ($620 USD).

Best Portable Speaker — JBL Pulse 5
The other major announcement from JBL 

at CES is the Pulse 5, the midsize portable 
speaker that can double as a lantern thanks 
to well-placed LEDs. The company says the 
Pulse 5 will deliver 360-degree sound for 
12 hours on a single charge, is waterproof 
and dustproof, and sports lights that can 
be customized through the JBL Portable 
app. Along with the BoomBox 3, the Pulse 5 
features JBL PartyBoost, which allows JBL 
speakers compatible with PartyBoost to pair 
for stereo sound or connect multiple devices 
to power a party.

The JBL Pulse 5 will cost €249 ($280 
USD) when it’s released this summer. 

Fat Joe & 
Remy Ma Beat 
Copyright Lawsuit 
Over ‘All the Way 
Up’
BY BILL DONAHUE 

F
at Joe and Remy Ma won a federal 
court ruling Wednesday (Jan. 5) 
that cleared them of wrongdoing in 
a copyright lawsuit over their 2016 

hit “All the Way Up,” with a judge ruling that 
they had already paid their accuser years 
earlier for his alleged contributions to the 
song.

The case was filed in 2019 by an artist 
named Eric Elliott, who claimed he had 
co-authored the song but had been cheated 
out of proper compensation and ownership 
rights. Fighting back, Fat Joe argued that he 
had paid Elliott a lump sum of $5,000 for 
his contributions shortly after the song was 
released.

On Wednesday, a federal judge sided with 
Fat Joe, ruling that Elliott had signed away 
his rights to “All the Way Up” and could not 
sue – even if he had later become unhappy 
with the sum he received.

“Elliott’s retrospective frustration at the 
amount of money notwithstanding, there is 
no dispute that Elliott signed the contract, 
assigning his rights to the song, while simul-
taneously receiving the $5,000 check from 
Fat Joe in exchange,” wrote U.S. District 
Judge Naomi Reice Buchwald.

Released on March 2, 2016, by Fat Joe 
and Remy Ma featuring French Montana 
and Infared, “All the Way Up” was a top 
10 hit on Billboard’s Hot R&B/Hip-Hop 
Songs chart and peaked at No. 27 on 
the Billboard Hot 100.

In his lawsuit, Elliott – who uses the stage 
name Fly Havana – claimed he had co-
created the song in late 2015 during a studio 
session with Infared, who then took the 
unfinished track and added contributions by 
Fat Joe, Remy Ma and French Montana.

When he later demanded credit, Elliott 
said he was told to meet Fat Joe at a Miami 
IHOP, where he was offered $5,000 and 
pressured to sign a document. He said he 
eventually did so, because he felt intimidat-
ed by the rapper’s “reputation on the street” 
and because Fat Joe assured him he would 
receive more compensation later.

“Mr. Elliott had no idea that Fat Joe had 
told him a series of lies calculated to deceive 
Plaintiff, designed to relax his vigilance, 
and lull him in to a false sense of security,” 
he wrote at the time. “He would never have 
taken the $5,000 or signed any document 
had he any inkling he was being double 
crossed.”

In addition to Fat Joe and Remy Ma – 
real names Joseph Anthony Cartagena and 
Reminisce Smith Mackie – the lawsuit also 
named a slew of other individual defen-
dants, including French Montana (Karim 
Kharbouch), Infared (Shandel Green) and 
various entities involved in the song, includ-
ing Warner/Chappell Music Inc.

Ahead of Wednesday’s ruling, a key issue 
in the case was locating evidence of the 
agreement that was purportedly signed in 
that IHOP. The actual document was lost 
and could not be found, even after several 
rounds of subpoenas to Fat Joe’s former 
manager. Judge Buchwald eventually agreed 
to accept a draft of the agreement as evi-
dence of what Elliott actually signed.

Under the terms of that draft, the judge 
wrote Wednesday, Elliott had clearly signed 
away any rights to the song in exchange for 
the $5,000.

“By its terms, the agreement unambigu-
ously assigns any ownership rights, copy-
right rights, and any additional rights that 
Elliott had in the Composition and the 
Master,” Judge Buchwald wrote.

In her ruling, the judge also rejected sev-
eral other arguments from Elliott, like the 
claim that Fat Joe fraudulently persuaded 
him to sign the deal by making false prom-
ises of further payment. Though the rapper 
has denied making such promises, Judge 
Buchwald said it would not have mattered if 
he had, since the contract expressly stated 
that the written agreement was the only 
deal that mattered.

“Try as he might, Elliott cannot avoid the 
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clear and plain language of the contract that 
‘no additional compensation … will be due 
to Elliott,’” the judge wrote. “Any alleged 
statements regarding future or additional 
compensation are explicitly contradictory to 
these specific and unambiguous provisions 
of the contract.”

Attorneys for both sides — Francis Malo-
fiy of Francis Alexander LLC for Elliott and 
Eleanor Lackman of Mitchell Silberberg & 
Knupp LLP for Fat Joe and Remy Ma – did 
not immediately return requests for com-
ment on Wednesday evening. 

Adele, Justin 
Bieber, Olivia 
Rodrigo, Drake 
and The Weeknd 
Top MRC Data’s 
2021 Canadian 
Year-End Report
BY GIL KAUFMAN 

A
dele, Morgan Wallen, Justin 
Bieber, Drake, Olivia Ro-
drigo and Dua Lipa top MRC 
Data’s 2021 Canada year-end 

report in a year when the nation saw on-
demand streams hitting an all-time high as 
total album consumption was up almost 10% 
and vinyl sales ticked up more than 21%.

As was the case all over the globe, Adele’s 
eagerly anticipated return album, 30, topped 
the charts, debuting at No. 1 on the Canadian 
Billboard 200 chart with 70,000 first-week 
equivalent album units for the week ending 
Nov. 25. The album’s lead single, “Easy On 
Me,” topped three pop formats at Canadian 
radio (CHR, Hot AC and Mainstream AC) 
shortly after its debut, and almost beat Oliv-
ia Rodrigo’s record for the biggest one-week 
streaming total with 7.35 million streams 
for the week ending Oct. 21 — compared to 
7.53 million streams for Rodrigo’s “Drivers 
License.”

In a year when Canadian on-demand 
streams surpassed the two billion weekly 
milestone for the first time, the top stream-
ing hit of 2021 was Dua Lipa’s “Levitating” 
(84.7 million).

Teen phenom Rodrigo topped the 
album sales chart (which encompasses 
album sales, track equivalent albums and 
streaming equivalent albums) with her 
debut, Sour, which had 262,200 in total 
album-equivalent sales and 334.4 million 
on-demand audio streams, followed by Wal-
len’s Dangerous: The Double Album (235,000 
units, 280 million on-demand streams), 
Bieber’s Justice (230,000 units, 271.2 million 
on-demand streams), The Kid LAROi’s F–k 
Love (202,000 units, 261 million on-demand 
streams) and Dua Lipa’s Future Nostal-
gia (185,000 units, 230 million on-demand 
streams). The top 10 was filled out by Drake, 
Adele, Pop Smoke, The Weeknd and Doja 
Cat.

Adele’s 30 ran the board on the other 
year-end charts, topping the top albums 
(total sales) tally with 114,000, as well as top 
digital album sales (23,000), top 10 physical 
CDs (81,000) and vinyl albums (10,000).

In the midst of the ongoing pandemic, 
total album consumption in Canada was up 
9.2% (to 83.8 million), as was on-demand 
song streaming (up 10.6% to 107.6 billion) 
and and vinyl LP sales (up 21.8% to 1.1 mil-
lion). Digital album sales, however, were 
down 26.9% (2.3 million), as were digital 
track sales (down 25% to 18.3 million) and 
total album sales (down 12.1% to 6.1 million). 
The top-selling vinyl albums of the year 
were Adele’s 30, Taylor Swift’s Red (Taylor’s 
Version) and Evermore, Harry Styles’ Fine 
Line and The Tragically Hip’s Saskadelphia.

Unsurprisingly, three of Canada’s biggest 
acts — Bieber, Drake and The Weeknd — 
released the three biggest albums of 2021, 
with, respectively, Justice, Certified Lover 
Boy and After Hours finishing 1, 2 and 3 on 
the year-end albums recap. The list of the 
year’s top songs from Canadian acts was 
topped by The Weeknd and Ariana Grande’s 
“Save Your Tears” (640,000 sales + SES 
On-demand streams), followed by Bieber’s 
(with Daniel Caesar and Giveon) “Peaches” 
(546,000), The Weeknd’s “Blinding Lights” 
(429,000), Drake’s “Wants and Needs” 

(275,000) and Tate Mcrae’s “You Broke Me 
First” (261,000).

As in the U.S., K-pop was huge in Canada 
in 2021, with BLACKPINK members Rosé 
and Lisa both scoring hits up North, with 
Rosé’s single “On the Ground” debuting at 
No. 35 on the Canadian Hot 100, and Lisa’s 
“Lalisa” hitting Nov. 42 on the Canadian 
Hot 100 on the Sept. 25-dated chart, and its 
follow-up, “Money,” coming in at No. 37 a 
month later.

BTS peaked at No. 2 on the Canadian Hot 
100 — tying the group’s all-time peak on the 
chart — with their global smash “Butter.” 
Their follow-up, “My Universe,” with Cold-
play, peaked at No. 9 on the chart.

Afro-pop also had a breakthrough year on 
the Canadian charts, with WizKid’s collab 
with Justin Bieber and Tems, “Essence,” 
peaking at No. 30 on the Canadian Hot 
100, and garnering 15.4 million on-demand 
streams in 2021, while CKay’s “Love 
Nwantiti (Ah Ah Ah)” topped out at No. 5 
on the Hot 100 with 37.3 million on-demand 
streams.

The most popular hip-hop album of the 
year in Canada was The Kid Laroi’s F–k 
Love, with 202,000 equivalent album units 
earned during the year in which the col-
lection debuted at No. 8 on the Billboard 
Canadian albums chart, and rose to No. 1 in 
August. The second-most popular rap re-
lease was Drake’s CLB (177,000), followed by 
Pop Smoke’s Shoot For the Stars Aim For the 
Moon (168,000), Post Malone’s Hollywood’s 
Bleeding (110,000) and Juice WRLD’s Leg-
ends Never Die (99,000). The most con-
sumed rap song of 2021 was Masked Wolf’s 
“Astronaut in the Ocean,” followed by 
24kGoldn’s “Mood,” which was also the big-
gest rap song on radio.

It was also a good year for catalog sales 
in a year when, for the first time since MRC 
Data began tracking streaming data, cur-
rent music streams declined in volume year 
over year (5.3%), even as catalog numbers 
bumped up by 23.8% from 2020 to 73.7% 
of total album consumption. Continu-
ing a trend that picked up steam during 
the first COVID-19 lockdown, music fans 
turned to nostalgic favorites in 2021, led by 
Swift’s Taylor’s Version of Fearless and Red.

The former logged 16 million first week 
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on-demand streams for the week ending 
April 15, for the largest streaming week ever 
for a country album by a female artist at the 
time. Red smashed that record in Novem-
ber with 34 million first week on-demand 
streams, representing a more than 110% in-
crease from the first-week streams for Fear-
less (Taylor’s Version).

Just like in the U.S., Wallen’s 30-track 
Dangerous: The Double Album was easily the 
most popular country album in Canada, log-
ging eight weeks at No. 1 on 235,000 equiva-
lent album units over the year and a No. 1 
Canada country chart hit in “More Than My 
Hometown.” Wallen was followed on the top 
albums chart by Luke Combs’ What You See 
Is What You Get (128,000) and This One’s 
For You (83,400) and Swift’s Red (Taylor’s 
Version) (82,900) and Fearless (Taylor’s Ver-
sion) (74,000).

The list of top country songs of the year 
was led by Combs’ “Forever After All,” 
followed by Walker Hayes’ “Fancy Like,” 
Nelly and Florida Georgia Line’s “Lil 
Bit,” Gabby Barrett’s “I Hope” and Chris 
Stapleton’s “Staring Over.” The year’s top 
R&B albums were led by The Weeknd’s Af-
ter Hours (163,000), Doja Cat’s Planet 
Her (148,000), The Weeknd’s The High-
lights (104,000), Bruno Mars’ Doo-Wops & 
Hooligans (49,000) and Giveon’s When It’s 
All Said and Done… Take Time (49,000).

The year’s most consumed dance/elec-
tronic song was Travis Scott and HVME’s 
“Goosebumps,” followed by tracks from 
Tiesto (“The Business”), Elton John & Dua 
Lipa (“Cold Heart (PNAU Remix)),” Riton 
& Nightcrawlers (“Friday”) and Joel Corry 
x MNEK (“Head & Heart”). The top rock 
songs list was ruled by Glass Animals’ “Heat 
Waves,” with Eurovision winners Måneskin 
just behind with “Beggin’,” followed by 
Fleetwood Mac’s “Dreams,” Machine Gun 
Kelly x Blackbear’s My Ex’s Best Friend” 
and Journey’s “Don’t Stop Believin’.”

Independent artists including teen pop 
singer Aja (two million audio streams, No. 
83 on the Hot 100 for “Red Button”), rapper 
bbno$ (17 million audio streams, No. 15 on 
the Hot 100 for “Edamame”) and rocker 
Boy Golden (500,000 audio streams, No. 
2 on the Modern Rock airplay chart for 
“KD and Lunch Meat”), also made noise in 

2021. Among the indigenous acts who hit 
the charts were Vancouver hip-hop group 
Snotty Nose Rez Kids, who scored more 
than 800,000 audio streams for their Life 
After album and indie singer Jayli Wolf’s 
debut five-song solo EP, Wild Whisper, 
which picked up more than 400,000 audio 
streams. 

Jessie Lee 
Daniels, Founding 
Member of Force 
MDs, Dies at 58
BY HERAN MAMO 

J
essie Lee Daniels, founding member 
of the R&B group Force MDs, has 
died, the group announced via Face-
book on Tuesday (Jan. 4). He was 58.

No cause of death has been revealed at 
this time.

“To one hell of a entertainer ‘Jessie D’ 
of legendary Force MDs. He ate, sleep 
and breathe music everyday,” read Force 
MDs’ message. “Please put a heart up for 
him. He was loved!!!!!!!!!! To the family, 
friends and fans today we lost a real talent. 
Our condolences goes out to his siblings, 
kids and the Force MDs….”

Daniels was born July 4, 1963, in Staten 
Island, New York, where he and his neph-
ews Stevie D. Lundy, Antoine “T.C.D.” Lundy 
and Rodney “Khalil” Lundy formed Force 
MDs — which stands for “Musical Diversi-
ty” — in 1981. Their friends “Trisco” Pearson 
and Charles “Mercury” Nelson later joined.

The hip-hop/R&B hybrid group — which 
was foundational to the new jack swing 
movement of the 1980s — signed to Tommy 
Boy Records in 1984. Force MDs scored 
their first top 10 hit on the Billboard Hot 
100 in 1986 with the Jimmy Jam and Terry 
Lewis-written “Tender Love.” “Love Is a 
House” became their second and last song to 
reach the Hot 100, peaking at No. 78. “Love 
Is a House” hit No. 1 (and stayed at the top 
for two weeks) on the Hot R&B/Hip-Hop 
Songs chart, where Force MDs had 16 total 

entries and three more top 10 hits, includ-
ing “Tender Love” (No. 3, 1986), “Tears” 
(No. 5, 1984) and “Touch and Go” (No. 10, 
1987). “Tender Love,” which was included 
on their sophomore album Chillin’, was also 
featured in the 1985 musical comedy-drama 
film Krush Groove about the early days of 
Def Jam Recordings.

Fellow Staten Island native Ghostface 
Killah put them back on the map in the 
’90s when their vocals were featured on the 
rapper’s 1996 album Ironman, specifically 
on the tracks “Daytona 500” and “The Soul 
Controller.”

Daniels is the fifth member of Force MDs 
that has died. Charles “Mercury” Nelson 
died of a heart attack in 1995, frequent col-
laborator DJ Dr. Rock died of natural causes 
in 1996, Antoine “T.C.D.” Lundy died of Lou 
Gehrig’s disease in 1998, and “Trisco” Pear-
son died of cancer in 2016.

Read tributes to Jessie D from Questlove, 
Ice-T and more below. 

Sony Music 
Publishing CEO 
Jon Platt to 
Keynote Music Biz 
2022
BY MARC SCHNEIDER

T
he Music Business Association 
(Music Biz) has landed Jon Platt, 
chairman and CEO of Sony Music 
Publishing, for a keynote con-

versation at its first in-person event in two 
years. The publishing executive will have 
25 years of experience to draw on during a 
discussion with Music Biz president Portia 
Sabin at the org’s upcoming Music Biz 2022 
conference, to be held May 9 – 12 at the JW 
Marriott Nashville.

“Of the many seismic shifts our industry 
has seen in the last two years, one thing 
that stands out is the rising profile of the 
publishing sector, particularly with regard 
to the streaming economy,” said Sabin. 
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“Through his tireless work supporting both 
legendary and new songwriters, Jon is per-
fectly positioned to discuss these changes, 
and I’m honored to chat with him about this 
and more at our May event.”

Platt took over at SMP (then known 
as Sony/ATV) in 2019 after a seven-year 
stretch at rival Warner/Chappell, where he 
also rose to chairman and CEO. Before that, 
he spent 17 years at EMI, where he signed 
Kanye West, Jay-Z, Beyonce, Diddy and 
others.

In recent months, SMP has struck deals 
Olivia Rodrigo, the Duane Allman estate 
and, earlier this week, with Brazilian pop 
sensation Anitta. The Sony boss landed 
another boss in mid-December when 
Bruce Springsteen sold his masters to Sony 
Music and his music publishing to SMP in a 
combined deal that sources tell Billboard is 
in the ballpark of $500 million.

Under Platt, SMP has ruled both the Top 
Radio Airplay and the Hot 100 Songs charts 
for two straight quarters, according to the 
latest Billboard Publishers Quarterly, 
thanks to hits by Doja Cat, The Kid LAROI 
and Rodrigo, among others.

Music Biz 2022 will mark the organiza-
tion’s first in-person Music Biz event since 
January 2020. Subsequent events have been 
held virtually due to the COVID-19 pan-
demic, and this year’s keynotes will appear 
under the burgeoning “Music Biz LIVE” 
banner. A preliminary conference agenda, 
registration and lodging information, along 
with important COVID-19 protocols, can be 
found on the conference’s website. 

Grammy Voting 
Closing as 
Scheduled, 
Despite 
Postponement of 
Telecast
BY PAUL GREIN 

T
he fact that the 64th annual 
Grammy Awards telecast was 
postponed on Wednesday (Jan. 
5) doesn’t give voting members of 

the Recording Academy any additional time 
to make their selections. Final-round voting 
closes, as planned, today at 6 p.m. PT.

Grammy voters had a full month to do 
their due diligence. Final-round voting 
opened on Dec. 6.

The situation is extremely similar to what 
happened last year. The Recording Academy 
delayed the 63rd annual Grammy Awards 
on Jan. 5, 2021, 25 days before the original 
show date, Jan. 30. The show was postponed 
to March 14.

Final-round voting last year was held 
between Dec. 7, 2020, and Jan. 4, 2021. So 
the choices, including Taylor Swift’s folk-
lore for album of the year, were locked in 
place more than two months before the 
envelopes were opened. 

GAYLE 
Announces Her 
First Headlining 
Tour Dates
BY TAYLOR MIMS 

F
ast-rising star GAYLE has set 
her first headlining shows. The 
Nashville-based artist will perform 
three intimate sets in Nashville, 

Los Angeles and New York this March. 
The three shows will take place at Exit/In 

on March 9, The Roxy Theatre on March 14 
and Mercury Lounge on March 22. 

“finally able to play these headline 
shows,” she captioned her Instagram post 
announcing the concerts. 

The shows follow a stellar 2021 for the 
17-year-old artist, who topped Billboard’s 
Emerging Artists list with her debut sin-
gle, “abcdefu.” The song debuted on the Bill-
board Hot 100 at No. 51 in December — 
later reaching No. 15 — and also topped the 
Emerging Atists chart. The song saw a surge 
on Tik Tok late last year that resulted in 
“abcdefu” being featured in more than half 
a million videos on the platform. 

Ahead of the announcement, the 
teen made her late-night debut Jan. 5 
on The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fal-
lon to perform her breakout hit. Despite 
shelving the F-bombs to make the song ac-
ceptable to the FCC, GAYLE delivered an a 
amped-up performance.

GAYLE’s debut release also had a number 
of remixes, including “angrier,” “chill” and 
“nicer” (i.e., no expletives), that helped bol-
ster its success. According to GAYLE’s labels 
Atlantic Records and Arthouse Records, 
the artist has earned more than 500 million 
worldwide streams. 

Along with her first headlining dates, 
GAYLE is bringing even more to the table in 
2022. The artist is set to release more music 
in 2022, including a follow up single later 
this month. 

Tickets for GAYLE’s debut headlining 
gigs go on sale Friday, Jan. 7, at 10 a.m. local 
time. Head to her website for more infor-
mation.  
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The Deals: 
Christian Chart-
Topper Cory 
Asbury Joins 
Maximum Artist 
Group
BY JESSICA NICHOLSON

S
inger-songwriter Cory Asbury has 
inked a management agreement 
with Maximum Artist Group.

The Maximum Artist Group 
roster also includes Natalie Grant, Tauren 
Wells, producer/writer Bernie Herms and 
more.

Asbury earned his first hits with his 2018 
album Reckless Love, as well as the project’s 
title track. “Reckless Love” topped Bill-
board‘s Christian Airplay chart for 13 
weeks in 2018, and earned Asbury awards 
wins for song of the year and worship song 
of the year at the Gospel Music Association 
Dove Awards (the album was named wor-
ship album of the year), as well as a Grammy 
nomination. Asbury also earned nomina-
tions for several Billboard Music Awards in 
2019. “Reckless Love” was recently certified 
double platinum by the Recording Industry 
Association of America.

In 2020, Asbury earned another chart-
topping hit on Billboard‘s Christian Airplay 
chart with “The Father’s House,” and in 
2021, a top 10 hit with “Sparrows.” Asbury 
also landed at No. 27 on Billboard‘s 2021 
year-end Top Christian Artists chart.

“Cory is an incredible songwriter and 
artist who has experienced amazing success 
over the past few years,” said Maximum 
Artist Group president Mitchell Solarek. 
“We are thrilled he’s now a member of the 
Maximum family and we’re hugely excited 
to be part of his future.”

“I am incredibly excited to run with Max-
imum. Mitchell and his team are people of 
extremely high character,” Asbury said. “Any 
time you can find folks with pure hearts 

for God coupled with a tenacious reach for 
excellence, you know you’re in good hands. I 
am confident they’ll help me bring my God-
given vision to fruition.”

This year, Asbury will take part in the 
K-LOVE Cruise, as well as the Rock the Uni-
verse Festival, which is set for Jan. 28-29 at 
Universal Studios Florida. Tours for spring 
and fall 2022 are also in the works.

Exceleration Music launched a strate-
gic partnership with indie label SideOn-
eDummy Records. In addition to investing 
in SideOneDummy’s back catalog, Excelera-
tion will work to expand the label’s output 
with a new release program. Exceleration 
will additionally handle financial, opera-
tional and administrative functions for the 
label. Meanwhile, SideOneDummy will 
continue to handle A&R for new recordings 
on its existing roster while actively signing 
and developing new artists.

SideOneDummy has served as a launch-
ing pad for artists including Flogging 
Molly and The Gaslight Anthem and re-
cently signed Nahko and Medicine for the 
People, Pup, Tolliver and more. The label 
is also known for creating and releasing the 
Warped Tour compilation series.

SideOneDummy is the latest partnership 
for Exceleration, which has existing stra-
tegic relationships with Alligator Records, 
Candid Records, Bloodshot Records and the 
Ray Charles Foundation.

Big Loud Records’ alternative/rock im-
print Big Loud Rock signed Letdown., the 
Chicago-based alternative-rock project of 
musician Blake Coddington.

Coddington, who launched Letdown. in 
2020, has spent nearly two years writing 
and recording ideas for the project, which 
will spawn several releases this year and be-
yond. He released multiple singles prior to 
signing with Big Loud, including “Spotlight” 
and “Love is a Weapon.” The first Letdown. 
release under the new deal is “Empty.”

“Letdown. is the perfect act to join the Big 
Loud Rock family,” said Greg Thompson, 
president of Big Loud Rock. “The music is 
incredible, the lyrics are thoughtful, and the 
potential is unlimited. We are proud to be a 
part of Blake’s journey.” 

Streams 
Skyrocket 
For Edison 
Lighthouse’s ‘Love 
Grows (Where My 
Rosemary Goes)’ 
After 1970 Pop 
Hit Explodes on 
TikTok
BY ANDREW UNTERBERGER 

P
roving that essentially all of 
pop history is now fair game 
for a TikTok revival, one of the 
biggest-growing streaming hits 

of 2022 now belongs to Nixon-era one-hit 
wonder Edison Lighthouse, with their 
bubblegum smash “Love Grows (Where My 
Rosemary Goes).”

The song, which reached No. 5 on the 
Billboard Hot 100 in March 1970, has seen 
an explosion in its streaming consumption 
after the song started getting adapted into a 
TikTok meme of users posting clips and 
photos of themselves to accompany the 
song’s lyrics — usually the opening lines, 
“She ain’t got no money/ Her clothes are 
kinda funny/ Her hair is kinda wild and 
free/ Oh but love grows where my Rosemary 
goes…”

Over the 10-day period from Dec. 25 to 
Jan. 3, the song received a combined 2.705 
million on-demand audio streams, accord-
ing to MRC Data. That number is up from 
a mere 170,000 on-demand audio streams 
from the prior 10-day period (Dec. 15-24), a 
staggering growth of 1,490%. The song has 
also moved onto Spotify’s daily US top 200 
chart, just outside the top 100 as of Tues-
day’s (Jan. 4) listing.

It’s hardly the first time a hit from the ’70s 
has gone viral enough on TikTok to impact 
the charts anew in the 2020s: Fleetwood 
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Mac’s “Dreams,” of course, achieved such a 
revival following its appearance in a mas-
sively popular video by user doggface208 
that the 1977 Hot 100 No. 1 hit re-entered 
the chart in Oct. 2020, eventually climbing 
back as high as No. 12. But while “Dreams” 
has proven one of the most enduring, oft-
covered hits from the era — from a beloved 
group of Rock and Roll Hall of Famers — 
“Love Grows” and Edison Lighthouse bear 
a more modest legacy, albeit one that still 
includes a number of covers, and appear-
ances in hit 21st century movies like Shallow 
Hal and The Kissing Booth.

“Love Grows” marked one of just two 
Hot 100 appearances for the British pop/
rock quartet Edison Lighthouse — the 
other coming in early 1971 with the No. 
72-peaking “It’s Up to You Petula.” But 
the group’s frontman, Tony Burrows, was 
perhaps the most prolific bubblegum 
singer of his era. Though he scored a lone 
Hot 100 appearance under his own name 
(1970’s No. 87-peaking “Melanie Makes 
Me Smile”), his lead vocals could be heard 
on top 20 hits by White Plains (“My Baby 
Loves Lovin’,” No. 13, 1970), Brotherhood 
of Man (“United We Stand,” No. 13, 1970), 
The Pipkins (“Gimme Dat Ding,” No. 9, 
1970) and First Class (“Beach Baby,” No. 
4, 1974). He also provided backing vocals 
on a pair of early Elton John classics: “Le-
von” and “Tiny Dancer.“ 

Warrant Issued in 
Memphis Slaying 
of Rapper Young 
Dolph
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

A
n arrest warrant has been issued 
for a Tennessee man in con-
nection with the fatal shooting 
of rapper Young Dolph, who 

was gunned down in a daylight ambush at 
a popular cookie shop in November in his 
hometown of Memphis, authorities said 
Wednesday.

A first-degree murder warrant was is-
sued for Justin Johnson, 23, in the Nov. 17 
shooting of Young Dolph, whose real name 
is Adolph Thornton Jr., the U.S. Marshals 
Service said in a news release.

The marshals service and the Memphis 
Police Department have been searching for 
suspects in the killing. A $15,000 reward has 
been offered for information leading to an 
arrest.

The shooting stunned the city of Mem-
phis and shocked the entertainment world. 
Police said two men exited a white Mer-
cedes-Benz and fired shots into a Memphis 
bakery where Young Dolph, 36, was buying 
cookies and killed him. Police released 
photos taken from surveillance video that 
captured the shooting.

Known for his depictions of tough street 
life and his independent approach to the 
music business, Young Dolph was admired 
for charitable works in Memphis. He 
organized Thanksgiving food giveaways, do-
nated thousands of dollars to high schools, 
and paid rent and covered funeral costs for 
people in the Castalia Heights neighbor-
hood where he was raised.

City officials and community activists 
pointed to the killing as a symbol of the 
dangers of gun violence in Memphis, where 
more than 300 homicides were reported last 
year.

A private funeral was held for Young 
Dolph on Nov. 30 and a section of a street 
in the neighborhood where he grew up was 
renamed for him Dec. 15. He was honored a 
day later at a public celebration at FedEx-
Forum, the home of the NBA’s Memphis 
Grizzles and the University of Memphis 
men’s basketball team. 

Sundance Cancels 
In-Person Events, 
Moves Film 
Festival Online 
Amid Omicron
BY MIA GALUPPO 

T
he in-person return of the Sun-
dance Film Festival has been 
canceled due to the surge of 
COVID-19 cases spurred by the 

omicron variant, with the festival moving 
completely online, organizers said Wednes-
day. The news comes 15 days prior to the 
festival’s start date of Jan. 20.

“Despite the most ambitious protocols, 
the Omicron variant with its unexpect-
edly high transmissibility rates is pushing 
the limits of health safety, travel, and other 
infrastructures across the country. And so, 
today we’re announcing: the Festival’s in-
person Utah elements will be moving online 
this year,” read the announcement from the 
Sundance Institute, the nonprofit behind 
the fest.

The festival was set to take place in Park 
City from Jan. 20 to Jan. 30 and was always 
planned as a hybrid format, following last 
year’s completely virtual fest. On Dec. 23, 
Sundance unveiled increased COVID-19 
mitigation measures, including reduced 
theater capacity and the requirement of 
booster shots. (It was previously required 
that all in-person attendees only had to have 
their first dose of COVID-19 vaccines.)

Festival programmers became increas-
ingly concerned about the omicron surge, 
which, as one insider notes, is projected to 
peak in Park City during the event’s sched-
uled dates.

Sundance’s organizers added, “While it is 
a deep loss to not have the in-person experi-
ence in Utah, we do not believe it is safe nor 
feasible to gather thousands of artists, audi-
ences, employees, volunteers, and partners 
from around the world, for an eleven-day 
festival while overwhelmed communities 
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are already struggling to provide essential 
services.”

The online festival will begin on Jan. 
20, as previously planned, with screening 
schedule adjustments being made for now 
on the virtual-only schedule. Sundance 
noted that it will be in contact with pass and 
package holders and ticket purchasers with 
an update on already purchased tickets, add-
ing, “We ask for your patience as we work 
to make the necessary adjustments.” On 
Tuesday, Sundance posted to its Instagram 
account that any attendees who purchased 
in-person tickets would be able to change 
their tickets to online screenings.

In the lead-up to the festival, many in 
Hollywood had been questioning whether 
the in-person event would be taking place. 
Some industry attendees had begun making 
travel arrangements, trading Park City hous-
ing and condos for more easily cancelable 
hotel rooms, which would also allow for 
individual isolation should someone test 
positive. Others had begun looking into 
rental cars, should they test positive during 
the festival and not be able to get on a plane 
back to Los Angeles.

The 2021 iteration of the Robert Redford-
founded fest took place strictly online and 
saw record-breaking sales with U.S. Dra-
matic Competition winner CODA and the 
Questlove-directed doc Summer of Soul.

“We believe in the transformative power 
of artists and their work,” concluded the 
Wednesday announcement from Sundance. 
“Today, as we navigate all that the pandemic 
throws at us we go back to what is certain: 
Gathering together – in whatever way we 
can – is profound.”

This article was originally published 
by The Hollywood Reporter. 

Tyler, the Creator, 
Tame Impala & 
Jack Harlow to 
Headline 2022 
Forecastle Festival
BY TAYLOR MIMS 

T
yler, the Creator, Tame Im-
pala and Jack Harlow will top 
the bill at this year’s Forecastle 
Festival in Louisville, Ky. The art-

ists will each headline a night on Memorial 
Day Weekend at Waterfront Park between 
May 27-29. 

More than 50 artists across hip-hop, 
alternative, electronic and more will grace 
the Forecastle stages over the course of the 
three-day event, including Rüfüs Du Soul, 
Phoebe Bridgers, Porter Robinson, Clairo, 
6Lack and Black Pumas. Fletcher, Princess 
Nokia, 100 gecs, Duckworth and more will 
also perform at this year’s event. 

The multi-genre festival is returning for 
the first time since 2019 due to the pandem-
ic. The 2022 edition is also moving up from 
July to May. Forecastle stages will also be 
moving with the Ocean Stage, now located 
on the Wharf, and fully tented. The Mast 
Stage will continue to offer sweeping views 
of the Ohio River. 

VIP experiences include access to prime 
viewing areas at the Mast and Boom stages, 
access to the VIP Lido Deck Lounge, located 
next to the Mast Stage. The lounge also fea-
tures shaded seating, premium restrooms, 
and food and beverage offerings from Louis-
ville’s favorite dining destinations. Compli-
mentary salon services including festival 
braids and bio-glitter will also be available 
for VIP ticket holders. 

The upgraded GA+ experience will also 
be available, and includes access to a private 
retreat with seating and shade near the Mast 
Stage, air-conditioned restrooms, a full-ser-
vice bar with beer, wine, cocktails and food 
for purchase. 

General on-sale for three-day and single 

day tickets are available now. Check out the 
full lineup below: 

Billy Joel 
Postpones 
Madison Square 
Garden Concert 
Again Due to 
‘COVID-Related 
Circumstances’
BY STARR BOWENBANK 

C
oncert cancellations and post-
ponements continue to pile on 
as the Omicron variant of CO-
VID-19 spreads, and Billy Joel‘s 

Madison Square Garden show is no excep-
tion. On Wednesday (Jan. 5), the “Piano 
Man” singer announced via Twitter that his 
Jan. 14 show at the Garden will now be tak-
ing place on Aug. 24, making it the second 
postponement for the event.

“Nothing is more important to me than 
the safety and well-being of my band, crew, 
and the fans; so due to unfortunate COVID-
related circumstances, we made the decision 
to reschedule the January 14th concert at 
MSG,” Joel wrote, along with a picture with 
further information regarding the postpone-
ment.

“Please be advised that the upcoming 
Billy Joel concert originally scheduled to 
take place at Madison Square Garden on 
Saturday, May 2, 2020 that was postponed 
to Friday, January 14, 2022 has now been re-
scheduled to Wednesday, August 24, 2022,” 
the text in the image read. “Your tickets will 
be valid for the new rescheduled show date 
on Wednesday, August 24, 2022 and will not 
need to be exchanged.”

More information regarding the post-
ponement is available on Joel’s website.

The 72-year-old has a string of shows 
scheduled in the upcoming weeks: He’s due 
to perform at Hard Rock Live in Florida on 
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Jan. 28 and will return to Madison Square 
Garden on Feb. 12 and March 24. In Novem-
ber, Madison Square Garden added an 80th 
show to Joel’s monthly residency slated for 
May 14, 2022 (though subject to change in 
the event of a playoff game conflict). Prior 
to the new postponement, the show marked 
Joel’s 126th performance at the Garden.

See Joel’s announcement below. 

2022 
RodeoHouston 
Sets Performer 
Lineup
BY JESSICA NICHOLSON 

T
his year’s Houston Livestock 
Show and Rodeo’s 2022 enter-
tainer lineup is star-packed, with 
performers from a range of genres, 

including country, Contemporary Chris-
tian, EDM, R&B, pop and more. The multi-
week event runs from Feb. 28-March 20 at 
NRG Stadium.

Dierks Bentley, Kane Brown, Luke Bry-
an, for King & Country, Sam Hunt, Cody 
Johnson, Journey, Khalid, Marshm-
ello, Tim McGraw, Maren Morris, Brad 
Paisley, Chris Stapleton, Gwen Ste-
fani, George Strait, Keith Urban and more 
are among those announced as performers 
for this year’s RodeoHouston.

Strait, who will conclude this years 
RodeoHouston with a show on March 20, 
will welcome Ashley McBryde as a special 
guest.

The weekday rodeos will begin at 6:45 
p.m. CT, with the entertainer performing at 
around 8:45 p.m. The NRG Stadium gates 
open at 6 p.m. Weekend rodeo shows begin 
at 3:45 p.m. CT, with the entertainer taking 
the stage at NRG Stadium 5:45 p.m. CT. The 
NRG Stadium gates open at 3 p.m. On March 
20, the George Strait concert will begin at 
7 p.m. with a performance from McBryde, 
while Strait is slated to take the stage at 8 
p.m. for a full-length concert.

Strait is among a select few artists hon-

ored as part of the Houston Livestock Show 
and Rodeo’s Star Trail of Fame, alongside 
Gene Autry, Brooks & Dunn, Alan Jackson, 
Elvis Presley, Charley Pride, Reba, Roy Rog-
ers and Selena. Strait was inducted in 1996 
and rededicated in 2013. Strait has previ-
ously performed at the Houston Livestock 
Show and Rodeo from 1983-1997, from 2002-
2004, 2006-2007, 2013 and 2019.

See the daily performance schedule 
below:

Feb. 28: Cody Johnson
March 1: Keith Urban
March 2: Tim McGraw
March 3: for King and Country
March 4: Ricky Martin
March 5: Jon Pardi
March 6: Los Tucanes de Tijuana
March 7: Luke Bryan
March 8: Maren Morris
March 9: Kane Brown
March 10: Journey
March 11: Bun B’s H-Town takeover
March 12: Parker McCollum
March 13: Dierks Bentley
March 14: Sam Hunt
March 15: Gwen Stefani
March 16: Khalid
March 17: Chris Stapleton
March 18: Marshmello
March 19: Brad Paisley
March 20: George Strait with special 

guest Ashley McBryde
For ticket information, visit rodeohous-

ton.com. 

Joyce Ostin, 
Daughter-in-Law 
of Music Exec Mo 
Ostin, Dies at 64
BY MIKE BARNES 

J
oyce Ostin, a photographer and 
daughter-in-law of legendary music 
executive Mo Ostin, died Dec. 29 
at her Pacific Palisades home after a 

battle with cancer, her family announced. 
She was 64.

Ostin spent her first years raising her 
three daughters while battling breast can-
cer, and in 2001, she published Hollywood 
Moms, a best-selling coffee-table book with 
a foreword by Carrie Fisher that featured 
photographs of Goldie Hawn and daughter 
Kate Hudson; Dyan Cannon and daughter 
Jennifer Grant; Jennifer Lopez and her 
mom, Guadalupe; and Rosie O’Donnell and 
her daughter, Chelsea.

In 2007 came Hollywood Dads, with an 
introduction by Paul Reiser and photos of 
Robin Williams, Michael J. Fox, Tom Hanks, 
Steven Spielberg, Bruce Willis and other 
fathers with their kids.

Born Joyce Adrienne Fell in Miami on 
May 24, 1957, she moved to Los Angeles and 
married Michael Ostin, who followed in his 
father’s footsteps to become a top executive 
at Warner Bros. Records and DreamWorks 
Records.

In addition to her father-in-law and 
husband, survivors include her daughters 
Anika (and her husband, Max), Leyla and 
Annabelle (and her husband, Dylan) and her 
granddaughter, Phoebe.

Said her family in a statement: “Those 
that knew her will remember her warmth 
and unwavering kindness, her fierceness 
and strength of character and the deep 
loyalty that underscored every interaction 
she had. She had unparalleled style, a sharp 
sense of humor and a joie de vivre that in-
spired everyone around her. To be in Joyce’s 
orbit was to have the time of your life and to 
feel incredibly loved.”

A celebration of life will be planned at a 
later date.

Donations in her memory may be made 
to advance Dr. Zev Wainberg’s research at 
the UCLA Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer 
Center. They may be made here or directed 
to the UCLA Jonsson Cancer Center Foun-
dation, Attn: Melissa Brody; 8-950 Factor 
Building, Box 951780, Los Angeles, CA 
90095-1780.

Please note that gifts are in memory of 
Joyce Ostin. 
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The Beatles’ 1969 
Rooftop Concert 
Set for One-Night 
IMAX Screening
BY RANIA ANIFTOS 

I
f you purchase an independently 
reviewed product or service through a 
link on our website, we may receive an 
affiliate commission.

The Beatles‘ full 1969 Apple Corps roof-
top concert highlighted in Peter Jackson’s 
acclaimed three-part documentary Get 
Back on Disney+ is getting a limited theatri-
cal release in IMAX.

The 60-minute concert will premiere on 
January 30, on the 53rd anniversary of the 
Beatles’ final public performance in London. 
Following the concert film, Jackson will par-
ticipate in a Q&A session that is set to broad-
cast to all participating IMAX theaters. 

The Rooftop Concert will then get anoth-
er limited theatrical release from February 
11 through 13.

The Beatles: Get Back three-part Disney+ 
special, released in November, showcased 
the Fab Four’s fascinating songwriting pro-
cess, friendship and struggles. The crystal-
clear restored footage was gathered from 
the band’s January 1969 recording session 
and subsequent final live performance in 
London — originally filmed for the produc-
tion of Michael Lindsay-Hogg’s original Let 
It Be documentary.

Sign up for Disney+ here, which costs 
$6.99 monthly fee for the streaming service. 
If you’d rather order a physical copy, Get 
Back will be released on Blu-ray and DVD in 
the United States on Feb. 8. 

The Deals: 
Christian Chart-
Topper Cory 
Asbury Joins 
Maximum Artist 
Group
BY JESSICA NICHOLSON

S
inger-songwriter Cory Asbury has 
inked a management agreement 
with Maximum Artist Group.

The Maximum Artist Group 
roster also includes Natalie Grant, Tauren 
Wells, producer/writer Bernie Herms and 
more.

Asbury earned his first hits with his 2018 
album Reckless Love, as well as the project’s 
title track. “Reckless Love” topped Bill-
board‘s Christian Airplay chart for 13 
weeks in 2018, and earned Asbury awards 
wins for song of the year and worship song 
of the year at the Gospel Music Association 
Dove Awards (the album was named wor-
ship album of the year), as well as a Grammy 
nomination. Asbury also earned nomina-
tions for several Billboard Music Awards in 
2019. “Reckless Love” was recently certified 
double platinum by the Recording Industry 
Association of America.

In 2020, Asbury earned another chart-
topping hit on Billboard‘s Christian Airplay 
chart with “The Father’s House,” and in 
2021, a top 10 hit with “Sparrows.” Asbury 
also landed at No. 27 on Billboard‘s 2021 
year-end Top Christian Artists chart.

“Cory is an incredible songwriter and 
artist who has experienced amazing success 
over the past few years,” said Maximum 
Artist Group president Mitchell Solarek. 
“We are thrilled he’s now a member of the 
Maximum family and we’re hugely excited 
to be part of his future.”

“I am incredibly excited to run with Max-
imum. Mitchell and his team are people of 
extremely high character,” Asbury said. “Any 
time you can find folks with pure hearts 

for God coupled with a tenacious reach for 
excellence, you know you’re in good hands. I 
am confident they’ll help me bring my God-
given vision to fruition.”

This year, Asbury will take part in the 
K-LOVE Cruise, as well as the Rock the Uni-
verse Festival, which is set for Jan. 28-29 at 
Universal Studios Florida. Tours for spring 
and fall 2022 are also in the works.

Exceleration Music launched a strate-
gic partnership with indie label SideOn-
eDummy Records. In addition to investing 
in SideOneDummy’s back catalog, Excelera-
tion will work to expand the label’s output 
with a new release program. Exceleration 
will additionally handle financial, opera-
tional and administrative functions for the 
label. Meanwhile, SideOneDummy will 
continue to handle A&R for new recordings 
on its existing roster while actively signing 
and developing new artists.

SideOneDummy has served as a launch-
ing pad for artists including Flogging 
Molly and The Gaslight Anthem and re-
cently signed Nahko and Medicine for the 
People, Pup, Tolliver and more. The label 
is also known for creating and releasing the 
Warped Tour compilation series.

SideOneDummy is the latest partnership 
for Exceleration, which has existing stra-
tegic relationships with Alligator Records, 
Candid Records, Bloodshot Records and the 
Ray Charles Foundation.

Big Loud Records’ alternative/rock im-
print Big Loud Rock signed Letdown., the 
Chicago-based alternative-rock project of 
musician Blake Coddington.

Coddington, who launched Letdown. in 
2020, has spent nearly two years writing 
and recording ideas for the project, which 
will spawn several releases this year and be-
yond. He released multiple singles prior to 
signing with Big Loud, including “Spotlight” 
and “Love is a Weapon.” The first Letdown. 
release under the new deal is “Empty.”

“Letdown. is the perfect act to join the Big 
Loud Rock family,” said Greg Thompson, 
president of Big Loud Rock. “The music is 
incredible, the lyrics are thoughtful, and the 
potential is unlimited. We are proud to be a 
part of Blake’s journey.” 
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V Becomes Third 
BTS Member to 
Top Emerging 
Artists Chart, 
Debut on Hot 100 
As a Soloist
BY XANDER ZELLNER 

B
TS member V scores his first solo 
No. 1 ranks on Billboard‘s charts, 
as — among other moves — he re-
enters Emerging Artists (dated 

Jan. 8) at No. 1, leading the list for the first 
time.

V (full name: Kim Tae-hyung) leads on 
the strength of his new solo single “Christ-
mas Tree,” which debuts at No. 79 on 
the Billboard Hot 100, marking his first 
solo entry on the chart. It also opens at No. 
55 on the Holiday 100.

“Christmas Tree” bows with 23,600 
downloads sold in the week ending Dec. 30, 
according to MRC Data, following its Dec. 
24 release, and launches at No. 1 on Digital 
Song Sales, likewise marking his first leader. 
It also logged 1.4 million U.S. streams in the 
tracking week.

As V re-enters Emerging Artists at No. 1, 
he becomes the third member of BTS to top 
the tally, joining RM and Suga. RM led the 
chart for a week in November 2018, while 
Suga hit No. 1 two weeks ago (on the chart 
dated Dec. 25). Additionally, BTS members 
J-Hope and Jin have reached Nos. 3 and 
4, respectively. (Suga also appeared on the 
chart under the moniker Agust D in 2018.)

Further, V is the third member of BTS to 
chart a solo hit on the Hot 100. J-Hope first 
did so, as “Chicken Noodle Soup,” featuring 
Becky G, reached No. 81 in October 2019. 
Suga followed with “Girl of My Dreams,” 
with Juice WRLD, two weeks ago, debuting 
at its No. 29 high. (Plus, Suga’s “Daechwita,” 
billed as by Agust D, reached No. 76 in June 
2020.) As a group, BTS has sent 23 songs 
onto the Hot 100, with six hitting No. 1.

Among other moves on Emerging Artists, 
Muni Long jumps 20-7, reaching the top 10 
for the first time as her track “Hrs and Hrs” 
bounds 14-9 on Hot R&B Songs and debuts 
at No. 83 on the Hot 100. Her first charted 
song as a billed recording artist follows her 
having co-written eight top 40 Hot 100 hits 
(as Priscilla Renea), including Pitbull’s 2014 
four-week No. 1 “Timber,” featuring Kesha.

The Emerging Artists chart ranks the 
most popular developing artists of the 
week, using the same formula as the all-
encompassing Billboard Artist 100, which 
measures artist activity across multiple Bill-
board charts, including the Hot 100, 
Billboard 200 and the Social 50. (The Artist 
100 lists the most popular acts, overall, 
each week.) However, the Emerging Artists 
chart excludes acts that have notched a top 
25 entry on either the Hot 100 or Billboard 
200, as well as artists that have achieved two 
or more top 10s on Billboard‘s “Hot” song 
genre charts and/or consumption-based 
“Top”album genre rankings.

For all chart news, you can follow @bill-
board and @billboardcharts on both Twitter 
and Instagram. 

Jennifer Hudson, 
Jimmy Jam 
& Terry Lewis 
& More to Be 
Honored at 
2022 Urban One 
Honors
BY PAUL GREIN 

T
he 2022 Urban One Honors will 
honor singer/actress Jennifer 
Hudson, writer/producer Tim-
baland and gospel singer Tasha 

Cobbs Leonard as well as two legendary 
songwriter/production teams, Kenny Gam-
ble & Leon Huff and Jimmy Jam & Terry 
Lewis.

The two-hour show, subtitled “The 
Soundtrack of Black America,” is set to air 
Jan. 17 (Martin Luther King Jr. Day) at 8 
p.m. (7 p.m. Central). Ne-Yo is set to host.

Hudson, an Emmy, Grammy and Oscar 
winner – who could receive another Oscar 
nod (or perhaps even two) next month 
for Respect — will be honored as entertain-
ment icon. Jam and Lewis will be honored 
for lifetime achievement; Gamble & Huff as 
living legends; Timbaland for music innova-
tion; Cobbs Leonard for inspiration impact. 
All of these honorees are Grammy win-
ners. In addition, Gamble & Huff received a 
trustees award from the Recording Academy 
in 1999.

In addition to receiving an award, Cobbs 
Leonard will perform on the show, as 
will Johnny Gill, Ralph Tresvant, Kelly 
Price, Tank and D-Nice. Presenters in-
clude Tyrese, Jermaine Dupri, Marlon 
Wayans and Vashawn Mitchell.

The Urban One Honors, now in its fourth 
year, heralds the accomplishments of Afri-
can Americans who have made extraordi-
nary contributions in entertainment, media, 
music, education, and the community.

TV and radio personality Eva Marcille 
will host a special backstage pass segment, 
featuring interviews with the show’s honor-
ees, performers and presenters.

Tony McCuin is director of the 2022 Ur-
ban One Honors with Kim Burse on board 
as musical director. The show is executive 
produced by Eric Tomosunas and Robert A. 
Boyd II of Swirl Films. Marilyn Gill is the 
show’s executive producer. Kashon Powell 
is vice president of programming for Radio 
One and Susan Henry is executive producer 
in charge of production for TV One. 
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Nas Makes 
‘Magic’ in Top 5 of 
Top Rap Albums 
Chart
BY TREVOR ANDERSON

N
as expands his top 10 count 
on Billboard’s Top Rap Al-
bums chart, as Magic debuts at 
No. 5 on the chart dated Jan. 8 

to secure his tenth top 10 effort on the list. 
The set, released Dec. 24 on Mass Appeal 
after one day of notice, starts with 21,000 
equivalent album units earned in the week 
ending Dec. 30, according to MRC Data.

Of Magic‘s first-week activity, just under 
12,500 of the 21,000 units derive from 
streaming-album equivalents, represent-
ing 16.4 million on-demand streams of the 
set’s tracks. 8,000 units are from traditional 
album sales, and the remaining 500 units 
come through track-equivalent units. (One 
unit equals the following levels of consump-
tion: one album sale, 10 individual tracks 
sold from an album, or 3,750 ad-supported 
or 1,250 paid/subscription on-demand of-
ficial audio and video streams for a song on 
the album.)

Magic, produced by Hit-Boy, is Nas’ sec-
ond album release of 2021. It follows King’s 
Disease II, which debuted at No. 1 and held 
the rank for one week in August.

With the debut, Nas picks up his 10th top 
10 on Top Rap Albums since the list began in 
2004. Here’s the updated recap:

Album Title, Peak Position, Peak Date 
Street’s Disciple, No. 2, Dec. 18, 2004 
Hip Hop Is Dead, No. 1 (two weeks), Jan. 6, 
2007 
Untitled, No. 1 (two weeks), Aug. 2, 2008 
Distant Relatives, with Damian “Jr. gong” 
Marley, No. 1 (two weeks), June 5, 2010 
Life Is Good, No. 1 (two weeks), Aug. 4, 2012 
Nasir, No. 4, June 30, 2018 
The Lost Tapes 2, No. 4, Aug. 3, 2019 
King’s Disease, No. 4, Sept. 5, 2020 
King’s Disease II, No. 1 (one week), Aug. 21, 
2021 

Magic, No. 5, Jan. 8, 2022
He’s missed the top 10 just once, with the 

No. 11-peaking Greatest Hits in 2007. While 
Nas’ career predates the Top Rap Albums 
list, the rapper has landed a strong suc-
cess rate on Top R&B/Hip-Hop Albums, 
which encompasses his entire career. 
Before Street’s Disciple, Nas logged eight top 
10s on Top R&B/Hip-Hop Albums, from 
1994’s Illmatic to 2003’s God’s Son. In that 
span, five of those efforts reached No. 1.

Elsewhere, Magic debuts at No. 11 on Top 
R&B/Hip-Hop Albums and at No. 27 on 
the Billboard 200.

As Magic arrives, the album track 
“Speechless” opens at No. 15 on the R&B/
Hip-Hop Digital Song Sales chart with 
1,000 downloads sold in the week ending 
Dec. 30. Likewise, it begins at No. 8 on Rap 
Digital Song Sales.

“Speechless” also is Magic’s second-best 
streamer for the week, with 2 million U.S. 
streams. “Wave Gods,” with A$AP Rocky 
and DJ Premier, leads that category, with 2.6 
million clicks in its first week. 

Calibre 50 Returns 
to Hot Latin Songs 
Chart Top 10 With 
Cover of Marco 
Antonio Solis’ ‘Si 
Te Pudiera Mentir’
BY PAMELA BUSTIOS

C
alibre 50 is back on the top 
10 on Billboard’s Hot Latin 
Songs chart as “Si Te Pudiera 
Mentir” pushes 11-8 on the Jan. 

8-dated survey. It’s the Sinaloans’ first visit 
to the upper tier since 2017.

“Si Te Pudiera Mentir” was originally 
recorded by the late Rocio Durcal for her 
eponymous 1990 set. While the project’s 
second single didn’t enter a Billboard chart, 
the Marco Antonio Solis-produced and com-
posed effort contributed to Durcal’s chart 

account, peaking at No. 12 on Latin Pop 
Albums that same year. Solis later recorded 
his own take on the song for Trozos de Mi 
Alma, the 1999 set which earned him a first 
No. 1 debut on Top Latin Albums. The ballad 
concurrently became Solis’ sixth No. 1 hit on 
Hot Latin Songs, taking over atop the rank-
ing for three weeks.

Calibre 50 revived “Si Te Pudiera” in 2019, 
recording its norteño version for Simple-
mente Gracias, the No. 2 debut and peak-
ing project on Regional Mexican Albums. 
The tune gained traction on TikTok in mid 
2020, a few months following the release 
of its music video (February 2020) as fans 
extracted fragments of the song to create 
their own videos.

Regional Mexican radio became a strong 
supporter of the new version. It cracked 
the Regional Mexican Airplay chart with a 
No. 31 debut in January 2021, beginning its 
long climb up the chart. The song now holds 
strong at No. 3 for a third straight week in its 
22-week run, capturing the greatest gainer 
award of the week.

“Si Te Pudiera” traces its Hot Latin Songs’ 
11-8 ascent mainly to airplay activity. (The 
song had an 8% decline in streaming activity 
with 2.71 million clicks earned in the week 
ending Dec. 30, and a negligible number of 
downloads sold).

On radio, it rises 13-10 on Latin Air-
play with a 17% gain in audience impres-
sions, to 7 million, earned in the U.S. in the 
week ending Jan. 2, according to MRC Data. 
The lift concurrently grants the four-mem-
ber ensemble its 24th top 10 on the all-genre 
survey, extending its record for the most top 
10s among regional Mexican groups. Only 
one other regional Mexican act has more 
top 10s: Marco Antonio Solis with a total of 
27 top 10s.

Back on Hot Latin Songs, “Si Te Pudiera” 
places Calibre 50 back in the top 10 after 
an absence of more than four years, as the 
group last scored a top 10 with the No. 7 
high “Corrido de Juanito” (Oct. 21, 2017-dat-
ed tally). 
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Band of Horses 
Rides to Its First 
No. 1 Song With 
‘Crutch’
BY KEVIN RUTHERFORD

B
and of Horses achieves its first 
No. 1 on a Billboard songs chart, 
as “Crutch” rises to the top of 
the Adult Alternative Air-

play list dated Jan. 8.
The ruler follows two top five Adult Al-

ternative Airplay hits for the band, “Casual 
Party” (No. 4, 2016) and “In a Drawer” (No. 
5, 2017).

Band of Horses first reached the tally in 
2010, when “Laredo” peaked at No. 16.

Concurrently, “Crutch” lifts 31-27 on the 
all-rock-format, audience-based Rock & 
Alternative Airplay chart with 1.3 million 
audience impressions, up 11%, according 
to MRC Data. It’s Band of Horses’ second 
highest charting hit on the survey; “Party” 
peaked at No. 19, aided by alternative radio 
spins that also sparked a No. 23 peak on 
Alternative Airplay.

The Ben Bridwell-fronted group 
has notched two No. 1s on album rank-
ings: Cease to Begin led Independent Al-
bums in 2007 and Why Are You OK topped 
Tastemakers in 2016.

“Crutch” is the lead single from Things 
Are Great, Band of Horses’ sixth studio 
album, due Jan. 21. It’s the act’s first LP 
since Why Are You OK, which additionally 
hit No. 2 on the Alternative Albums and 
Americana/Folk Albums charts. 

Karol G’s 
‘Sejodioto’ Hits 
the Top 10 on 
Latin Airplay 
Chart
BY PAMELA BUSTIOS

K
arol G scores her 12th top 
10 on Billboard’s Latin Air-
play chart as “Sejodioto” surges 
19-8 on the Jan. 8-dated ranking.

Produced by Ovy on The Drums, “Sejo-
dioto” (wordplay for “Se Jodió Todo”) was 
released Sept. 21. It debuted on the all-genre 
tally a month later at No. 49 (chart dated 
Oct. 23, 2021). The track previously hit a No. 
17 high in November, before retreating to 
the mid-20s on the list until the last three 
weeks, when it moved 22-19-8.

The tune rises with a 36% boost in audi-
ence impressions, to 7.1 million, earned in 
the week ending Jan. 2, according to MRC 
Data. It surges 19-8 for its first week in 
the top 10, the highest jump since Marco 
Antonio Solis’ “Se Veía Venir” climbed 13 
rankings on the Oct. 2, 2021-dated list.

With a 12th top 10 on her account, Karol 
G joins a selective group of female art-
ists with the most top 10s since the chart 
launched in 1986. Let’s look at the leading 
board:

32, Shakira
13, Gloria Estefan
12, Karol G
12, Natti Natasha
12, Olga Tañon
12, Paulina Rubio
12, Thalia
“Sejodioto” is Karol G’s first top 10 hit on 

the all-genre survey as a solo act, unac-
companied by any other artist, since the 
one-week winner “Bichota” (chart dated 
Feb. 13, 2021). Since then, she’s placed two 
other No. 1s: “Location,” with Anuel AA and 
J Balvin (April 10, 2021) and “El Makinon,” 
with Mariah Angelic (June 5, 2021).

Will “Sejodioto” hit No. 1 on Latin Air-

play? We’ll see if the tune follows the pat-
tern of Karol G’s other 11 top 10s, all which 
have become chart champs.

Elsewhere on Latin Airplay, the part-
nership of Wisin, Jhay Cortez and Ozuna 
benefits as “Emojis de Corazones,” which 
features Los Legendarios, rockets up the 
chart with an 11-1 climb. The song arrives 
as the most-listened Latin song of the week 
with 10.01 audience impressions, a robust 
74% gain.

Over on Hot Latin Songs, the collabora-
tion lifts 35-24 despite a decline in streams 
and a negligible number of downloads sold. 

Jesse Frasure 
Rules Country 
Songwriters Chart 
Thanks to Hits 
by Michael Ray & 
More
BY XANDER ZELLNER 

J
esse Frasure leads Billboard‘s Coun-
try Songwriters chart (dated Jan. 
8) for the first time, thanks to four 
songwriting credits on the latest Hot 

Country Songs chart.
Michael Ray’s “Whiskey and Rain,” which 

Frasure co-wrote with Josh Thompson, 
leads his haul at No. 6 with 24.9 million 
radio audience impressions, 5.3 million 
U.S. streams and 1,300 downloads sold in 
the Dec. 24-30 tracking week, according to 
MRC Data. It also holds at its No. 2 high on 
Country Airplay.

Here’s a look at all four of Frasure’s song-
writing credits on the latest Hot Country 
Songs chart:

Rank, Artist Billing, Title (co-songwriters 
in addition to Frasure) 
No. 6, Michael Ray, “Whiskey and Rain” 
(Josh Thompson) 
No. 8, Kane Brown, “One Mississippi” (Kane 
Brown, Levon Gray, Ernest Keith Smith) 
No. 25, Miranda Lambert, “If I Was a Cow-
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boy” (Miranda Lambert) 
No. 31, Thomas Rhett, “Slow Down Sum-
mer” (Thomas Rhett, Rhett Akins, Sean 
Douglas, Ashley Gorley)

Frasure earned his first songwriting credit 
on Hot Country Songs in 2014: the No. 
3-peaking “Sun Daze” by Florida Georgia 
Line. Since then, he’s upped his total to 
19 Hot Country Songs top 10s as a writer, 
including two No. 1s: Marshmello and Kane 
Brown’s “One Thing Right” in 2019, and 
Thomas Rhett’s “What’s Your Country 
Song” in 2021.

On Country Airplay, Frasure has scored 
12 No. 1s as a writer, most recently with 
“What’s Your Country Song.”

As a producer, Frasure has notched 10 
No. 1s on Country Airplay and two on Hot 
Country Songs.

On the latest Country Producers chart, 
Zach Crowell tallies a sixth week at No. 1, 
thanks to a pair of production credits on Hot 
Country Songs: Dustin Lynch’s “Thinking 
‘Bout You,” featuring Lauren Alaina/MacK-
enzie Porter, at No. 2, and Cole Swindell and 
Lainey Wilson’s duet “Never Say Never,” at 
No. 26. Crowell is the sole credited producer 
on both tracks. He becomes the fourth talent 
to spend at least six weeks atop Country 
Producers, after Joey Moi (49), Dann Huff 
(46) and Jay Joyce (16), dating to the chart’s 
June 2019 inception.

The weekly Country Songwriters and 
Country Producers charts are based on total 
points accrued by a songwriter and produc-
er, respectively, for each attributed song that 
appears on the Hot Country Songs chart. As 
with Billboard‘s yearly recaps, multiple writ-
ers or producers split points for each song 
equally (and the dividing of points will lead 
to occasional ties on rankings).

The full Country Songwriters and 
Country Producers charts, in addition to 
all overall and genre rankings, can be found 
on Billboard.com. 

Alesso & Katy 
Perry’s ‘When I’m 
Gone’ Debuts on 
Dance/Electronic 
Charts
BY GORDON MURRAY

A
fter only two days of availabil-
ity, Alesso and Katy Perry‘s 
“When I’m Gone” debuts on two 
of Billboard’s dance/electronic 

charts (dated Jan. 8). The collab, released 
Dec. 29 (amid the Dec. 24-30 tracking 
week), starts at No. 4 on Dance/Electronic 
Digital Song Sales and No. 17 on the multi-
metric Hot Dance/Electronic Songs list.

“Gone” garnered 685,000 U.S. streams 
and 159,000 in radio airplay audience and 
sold 1,500 downloads in its first two days, 
according to MRC Data.

On Hot Dance/Electronic Songs, it sparks 
Alesso’s 26th appearance and Perry’s fourth. 
Alesso has tallied four top 10s and Perry, 
three, including one No. 1, as featured (with 
Pharrell Williams and Big Sean) on Calvin 
Harris’ “Feels,” which led for three weeks in 
September 2017.

On Dance/Electronic Digital Song Sales, 
“Gone” marks Alesso’s 18th hit and sixth top 
10, while Perry earns her fourth charted title 
and top 10.

Perry, who began a residency at Las 
Vegas’ Resorts World Dec. 29, performed the 
song live on CNN’s New Year’s Eve broad-
cast. The track’s rollout will continue with 
its Jan. 10 official video premiere on ESPN’s 
halftime show during the 2022 College 
Football Playoff National Championship 
game.

Meanwhile, as we ride into 2022, Elton 
John and Dua Lipa continue at No. 1 on four 
Billboard dance charts with “Cold Heart 
(Pnau Remix).” “Heart” hails a 20th week 
at the summit of Dance/Electronic Digital 
Song Sales, becoming just the seventh song 
since the chart began in January 2010 to 
collect 20 or more weeks at No. 1. Here’s a 

rundown:
32 weeks, “Happier,” Marshmello & Bas-

tille, 2018-19
25 weeks, “The Middle,” Zedd, Maren 

Morris & Grey, 2018
22 weeks, “Roses (Imanbek Remix),” 

SAINt JHN, 2020-21
22 weeks, “Wake Me Up!,” Avicii, 2013-14
21 weeks, “Closer,” The Chainsmokers 

feat. Halsey, 2016-17
20 weeks, “Cold Heart (Pnau Remix),” 

Elton John & Dua Lipa, 2021-22
20 weeks, “Turn Down for What,” DJ 

Snake & Lil Jon, 2014-15
“Cold Heart” also extends its No. 1 runs 

atop Hot Dance/Electronic Songs (12 
weeks), Dance/Mix Show Airplay (11) and 
Dance/Electronic Streaming Songs (eight).

Shifting to the Dance/Mix Show Airplay 
chart, Swedish House Mafia and The Week-
nd’s “Moth to a Flame” flies 7-5. It’s SHM’s 
third top five hit, and first since “Don’t You 
Worry Child” (featuring John Martin), 
which reigned for 16 weeks in 2012-13. The 
song marks the seventh top five entry for 
The Weeknd, and his highest rank since 
“Blinding Lights” (No. 2 peak, May 2020).

While drawing mix show-hours airplay, 
“Moth” is being especially driven by core-
dance outlets KMVQ-HD2 San Francisco, 
KQPS (Channel Q) Palm Springs, Calif., and 
iHeartRadio’s Evolution Network. (The 
Dance/Mix Show Airplay chart measures 
radio airplay on a select group of full-time 
dance stations, along with plays during 
mix shows on nearly 80 top 40-formatted 
reporters.) 
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DOE Shines 
‘Brighter’ With 
Second No. 1 on 
Gospel Airplay 
Chart
BY JIM ASKER

S
inger-songwriter DOE, aka Domi-
nique Jones, banks her second 
straight career-opening leader 
as a soloist on Billboard‘s Gospel 

Airplay chart, as “Brighter” hops from No. 
5 to No. 1 on the list dated Jan. 8.

In the tracking week ending Jan. 2, the 
single increased by 24% in plays, according 
to MRC Data.

“Brighter” is DOE’s second solo Gospel 
Airplay entry and her first in a lead role. 
As featured on Travis Greene’s “Good & 
Loved,” she led for a week last May. (The 
song became Greene’s fifth No. 1.)

“I’m so elated to hear that people are 
vibin’ to ‘Brighter,’” DOE tells Billboard. “It’s 
interesting, because I think a lot of us could 
forget the bigger picture and just live for 
ourselves. But I’m finding a more extrava-
gantly fulfilling life as I’m shining for Jesus. 
This is not the beginning, and I’ve had the 
support of my family and label [Life Room/
RCA Inspiration/PLG] throughout this en-
tire process. But I’m thankful for every win 
along this journey, and this is a big one.”

DOE, who was raised in Shreveport, La., 
broke through in the Jones family group for-
ever JONES, which likewise topped Gospel 
Airplay in its first visit to the chart, as “He 
Wants It All” led for a week in 2010. The 
song’s parent album, Get Ready, hit No. 3 the 
same year on Top Gospel Albums.

Meanwhile, DOE joins Casey J as the only 
women that have led Gospel Airplay with 
their first two entries since the list launched 
in March 2005. Casey J’s “Fill Me Up” domi-
nated for 15 frames starting in February 
2015 and “I’m Yours” ruled for five weeks 
beginning in March 2016. 

Aimer Returns to 
No. 1 as Holiday 
Favorites Soar on 
Japan Hot 100
BY BILLBOARD JAPAN 

A
imer’s “Zankyosanka” returns 
to No. 1 on the Billboard Japan 
Hot 100 dated Dec. 29, track-
ing the week from Dec. 20 to 26, 

2021. The anime theme song ruled the tally 
two weeks prior and continues to maintain 
momentum.

“Zankyosanka” rules streaming for the 
third week and video views for the second 
week in a row, both decreasing slightly 
figure-wise but still going strong. The track 
racked up 8,904,311 weekly streams (from 
9,649,396 the week before) and 2,655,800 
views (from 3,183,554) during the chart 
week, while slipping to No. 2 for down-
loads after reigning over the metric for two 
weeks. In other metrics, it comes in at No. 
60 for Twitter mentions and No. 29 for radio 
airplay.

The song that toppled “Zankyosanka” 
from the top spot for downloads is King 
Gnu’s “Sakayume.” The ending theme of Ju-
jutsu Kaisen 0 The Movie is currently at 
No. 12 on the Japan Hot 100 and will likely 
break into the top 10 next week.

The latest chart tallies the final week of 
the 2021 Christmas season, and a number 
of J-pop holiday favorites have climbed 
back up the Japan Hot 100: back number‘s 
“Christmas Song” jumps from No. 19 to 
7, Mariah Carey‘s “All I Want For Christmas 
Is You” from No. 37 to 17, Suzuki Suzuki‘s 
“White Kiss” from No. 31 to 21, and Tatsuro 
Yamashita‘s 1983 holiday staple “Christmas 
Eve” soars from No. 46 to 29.

Looking back on the final Christmas chart 
weeks from the past two years, the highest-
ranking holiday song was also back num-
ber’s “Christmas Song,” which peaked at No. 
12 in 2019 and No. 13 in 2020. The fact that 
it rose to No. 7 on the Japan Hot 100 this 
season indicates the steady expansion of the 

streaming market in Japan, and this trend 
is expected to continue in the next year and 
beyond. The popular three-man pop-rock 
band’s “Christmas Song” from 2015 could 
become the first J-pop holiday track to top 
the Japan Hot 100, like the way Carey’s 
1994 holiday favorite ruled the U.S. Bill-
board charts 25 years after its initial release 
and continues to return annually since.

The Billboard Japan Hot 100 combines 
physical and digital sales, audio streams, 
radio airplay, Twitter mentions, YouTube 
and GYAO! video views, Gracenote look-ups 
and karaoke data.

See the full Billboard Japan Hot 100 chart, 
dated Dec. 20 to 26, here. 
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A WEEKLY NATIONAL  
MUSIC CONSUMPTION REPORTMarket Watch

W E E K LY  U N I T  C O U N T

Source:

A L B U M  C O N S U M PT I O N  U N I TS  BY  FO R M AT

Y E A R  TO  DAT E

Album consumption units  — also known as albums plus TEA plus SEA — consists of album sales; track-equivalent album (TEA) 
sales whereby 10 tracks equal one consumption unit; and stream equivalent albums (SEA) whereby 1,250 paid and/or 3,750 
ad-supported audio on-demand streams (OAD) equal one consumption unit.
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2021 2020 Change

CD Sales 40,589,000 40,159,000 1.1%

Vinyl Sales 41,717,000 27,549,000 51.4%

Digital Sales 26,187,000 34,423,000 -23.9%

Other Sales 489,000 349,000 40.2%

Track Equivalent 20,292,000 23,385,000 -13.2%

Audio On-Demand 
Equivalent 721,606,000 634,633,000 13.7%

2021 2020 Change

Total On-Demand 
Streams 1,130,362,286,000 1,028,262,144,000 9.9%

Audio On-Demand 
Streams 988,137,606,000 877,223,439,000 12.6%

Digital Track Sales 202,920,000 233,853,000 -13.2%

Album Sales 108,982,000 102,480,000 6.3%

Albums 
Consumption Units 850,880,000 760,499,000 11.9%

*All data measures U.S. activity as of the week ending December 30, 2021. All units counts are rounded to the nearest thousand. 

Total
Streams

Audio
On-Demand

Video
On-Demand

Album
Sales

Digital
Album Sales

Digital
Tracks

Albums Consumption 
Units

This
Week* 21,442,860,000 18,708,370,000 2,734,490,000 2,653,000 502,000 3,843,000 16,755,000

Last
Week 23,500,342,000 20,638,151,000 2,862,191,000 4,231,000 518,000 3,607,000 19,746,000

Change -8.8% -9.4% -4.5% -37.3% -3.2% 6.6% -15.1%

This Week 
Last Year 19,589,300,000 16,970,107,000 2,619,193,000 2,396,000 562,000 4,306,000 15,200,000

Change 9.5% 10.2% 4.4% 10.7% -10.6% -10.7% 10.2%
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1 #1 
14 WK S JOHNNY MARKS  

2 MEREDITH WILLSON  
3 GREG KURSTIN  
4 IRVING BERLIN  
5 DAVE BAYLEY  
6 ADELE  
7 JOSE FELICIANO  
8 LIN-MANUEL MIRANDA  
9 GEORGE MICHAEL  

TIE 10 MARIAH CAREY  
TIE 10 WALTER AFANASIEFF  

12 DOJA CAT  
13 LUKASZ GOTTWALD  
14 ED SHEERAN  

TIE 15 JIM BOOTHE  
TIE 15 JOE BEAL  

17 TAYLOR SWIFT  
18 JAMES LORD PIERPONT  
19 JOHNNY MCDAID  

TIE 20 EDWARD POLA  
TIE 20 GEORGE WYLE  

22 KELLY CLARKSON  
TIE 23 LEROY ANDERSON  
TIE 23 MITCHELL PARISH  
TIE 25 MEL TORME  
TIE 25 ROBERT WELLS  

HOT 100 SONGWRITERSTM
1 #1 

6 WK S GREG KURSTIN  
2 OWEN BRADLEY  
3 ROBERT MERSEY  
4 PHIL SPECTOR  
5 DR. LUKE  
6 LEE GILLETTE  
7 MILT GABLER  
8 CHARLES GREAN  
9 DAVE BAYLEY  
10 RICK JARRARD  
11 GEORGE MICHAEL  
12 ATL JACOB  
13 PETE NAPPI  

TIE 14 MARIAH CAREY  
TIE 14 WALTER AFANASIEFF  

16 METRO BOOMIN  
17 ILYA  
18 ART SATHERLEY  
19 JOHN SCOTT TROTTER  
20 STEVE MAC  
21 CHARLIE HANDSOME  
22 ROSS COPPERMAN  

TIE 23 ED SHEERAN  
TIE 23 FRED AGAIN..  

25 VOYLE GILMORE  

HOT 100 PRODUCERSTM

1 #1 
1 WK JESSE FRASURE  

2 ASHLEY GORLEY  
3 TAYLOR SWIFT  
4 ERIC CHURCH  
5 JOSH JENKINS  
6 JOSH THOMPSON  
7 MATT ROGERS  
8 RHETT AKINS  
9 WALKER HAYES  
10 HARDY  

COUNTRY SONGWRITERSTM
1 #1 

6 WK S ZACH CROWELL  
2 JOEY MOI  
3 ROSS COPPERMAN  
4 PAUL DIGIOVANNI  
5 MICHAEL KNOX  
6 DANN HUFF  
7 TRENT WILLMON  
8 JON RANDALL  
9 SCOTT HENDRICKS  
10 SHANE MCANALLY  

COUNTRY PRODUCERSTM

1 #1 
5 WK S JUICE WRLD  

2 YOUNGBOY NEVER BROKE AGAIN  
3 DOJA CAT  

TIE 4 ATL JACOB  
TIE 4 KODAK BLACK  
TIE 4 MAIK TIMMERMANN  

7 DRAKE  
8 D’MILE  

TIE 9 ANDERSON .PAAK  
TIE 9 BRUNO MARS  

R&B/HIP-HOP SONGWRITERSTM
1 #1 

2 WK S ATL JACOB  
2 METRO BOOMIN  
3 DR. LUKE  
4 CHARLIE HANDSOME  
5 EMKAY  
6 KANYE WEST  

TIE 7 BRUNO MARS  
TIE 7 D’MILE  
TIE 9 NICK LEE  
TIE 9 TAKE A DAYTRIP  

R&B/HIP-HOP PRODUCERSTM
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The top songwriters and producers on the Billboard Hot 100 and selective genre songs chart that utilize the Hot 100 formula (blending streaming, airplay and download sales data) for the charts dated January 8, 2022. Rankings are based on 
accumulated weekly points for all charted songs — on the specified chart for the week — on which a songwriter or producer is credited. If a song is written or produced by more than one person, points are divided equally among all credited parties.
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1 #1 
6 WK S D’MILE  

2 BRUNO MARS  
3 ANDERSON .PAAK  
4 DOJA CAT  
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1 #1 
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TIE 7 ROB BISEL  
TIE 7 THANKGOD4CODY  

R&B PRODUCERSTM
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TIE 1 #1 
15 WK S BERNIE TAUPIN  

TIE 1 #1 
15 WK S ELTON JOHN  

TIE 1 #1 
15 WK S NICK LITTLEMORE  

TIE 1 #1 
15 WK S PETER MAYES  

TIE 1 #1 
15 WK S SAM LITTLEMORE  

TIE 6 ANDY BAUZA  
TIE 6 FARRUKO  
TIE 6 FRANK MIAMI  
TIE 6 IAMCHINO  
TIE 6 JUAN MANUEL GOMEZ  
TIE 6 SHARO TOWERS  
TIE 6 VICTOR CARDENAS  

DANCE/ELECTRONIC SONGWRITERSTM
1 #1 

6 WK S ACRAZE  
TIE 2 CHRIS THOMAS  
TIE 2 GUS DUDGEON  
TIE 2 NICK LITTLEMORE  
TIE 2 PETER MAYES  
TIE 2 SAM LITTLEMORE  

7 TIESTO  
TIE 8 IAMCHINO  
TIE 8 SHARO TOWERS  
TIE 8 VICTOR CARDENAS  

DANCE/ELECTRONIC PRODUCERSTM
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1 #1 
31 WK S DAVE BAYLEY  

TIE 2 BILLIE EILISH  
TIE 2 FINNEAS  
TIE 4 DAVE PITTENGER  
TIE 4 GAYLE  
TIE 4 SARA DAVIS  
TIE 7 TYLER COLE  
TIE 7 WILLOW  
TIE 9 BOB GAUDIO  
TIE 9 PEGGY FARINA  

ROCK & ALTERNATIVE SONGWRITERSTM
1 #1 

16 WK S DAVE BAYLEY  
2 PETE NAPPI  
3 FINNEAS  
4 LUCIO FABBRI  
5 MATTMAN & ROBIN  

TIE 6 TYLER COLE  
TIE 6 WILLOW  
TIE 8 BLAKE SLATKIN  
TIE 8 OMER FEDI  
TIE 10 GETTER  
TIE 10 OLIVER TREE  

ROCK & ALTERNATIVE PRODUCERSTM

1 #1 
24 WK S TAINY  

2 BAD BUNNY  
3 LIN-MANUEL MIRANDA  
4 MARCO ANTONIO SOLIS  
5 DANNYLUX  
6 IVAN CORNEJO  
7 EDGAR BARRERA  
8 LUIS R CONRIQUEZ  
9 JHAY CORTEZ  
10 HORACIO PALENCIA  

LATIN SONGWRITERSTM
1 #1 

113 WK S TAINY  
2 OVY ON THE DRUMS  
3 JESUS TIRADO CASTANEDA  
4 MORA  
5 ANDRES GARCIA  
6 RVSSIAN  
7 SERGIO GEORGE  

TIE 8 EL ZORRO  
TIE 8 MR. NAISGAI  
TIE 10 EVERT GUTIERREZ  
TIE 10 ISAEL GUTIERREZ  

LATIN PRODUCERSTM

1 #1 
4 WK S YOUNGBOY NEVER BROKE AGAIN  

TIE 2 ATL JACOB  
TIE 2 KODAK BLACK  
TIE 2 MAIK TIMMERMANN  

5 DRAKE  
6 JUICE WRLD  
7 LIL DURK  
8 METRO BOOMIN  
9 21 SAVAGE  
10 LIL BABY  

RAP SONGWRITERSTM
1 #1 

3 WK S ATL JACOB  
2 METRO BOOMIN  
3 CHARLIE HANDSOME  
4 EMKAY  

TIE 5 KANYE WEST  
TIE 5 NICK LEE  
TIE 5 TAKE A DAYTRIP  

8 OZ  
TIE 9 TM88  
TIE 9 TOO DOPE!  

RAP PRODUCERSTM
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1 #1 
36 WK S DAVE BAYLEY  

TIE 2 DAVE PITTENGER  
TIE 2 GAYLE  
TIE 2 SARA DAVIS  
TIE 5 BILLIE EILISH  
TIE 5 FINNEAS  
TIE 7 TYLER COLE  
TIE 7 WILLOW  
TIE 9 BOB GAUDIO  
TIE 9 PEGGY FARINA  

ALTERNATIVE SONGWRITERSTM
1 #1 

21 WK S DAVE BAYLEY  
2 PETE NAPPI  
3 FINNEAS  
4 LUCIO FABBRI  
5 MATTMAN & ROBIN  

TIE 6 TYLER COLE  
TIE 6 WILLOW  
TIE 8 BLAKE SLATKIN  
TIE 8 OMER FEDI  
TIE 10 GETTER  
TIE 10 OLIVER TREE  

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCERSTM

1 #1 
9 WK S MICHAEL POULSEN  

2 MIRACLE OF SOUND  
TIE 3 DAMIANO DAVID  
TIE 3 ETHAN TORCHIO  
TIE 3 THOMAS RAGGI  
TIE 3 VICTORIA DE ANGELIS  
TIE 7 DANNY WAGNER  
TIE 7 JAKE KISZKA  
TIE 7 JOSHUA KISZKA  
TIE 7 SAM KISZKA  

HARD ROCK SONGWRITERSTM
1 #1 

31 WK S GREG KURSTIN  
TIE 2 FABRIZIO FERRAGUZZO  
TIE 2 MANESKIN  

4 HOWARD BENSON  
5 KLAS AHLUND  
6 TAYLOR KIMBALL  
7 KILE ODELL  
8 MIRACLE OF SOUND  
9 FOO FIGHTERS  

TIE 10 JACOB HANSEN  
TIE 10 MICHAEL POULSEN  

HARD ROCK PRODUCERSTM

1 #1 
13 WK S MATTHEW WEST  

2 KANYE WEST  
3 JEFF PARDO  
4 AJ PRUIS  

TIE 5 OJIVOLTA  
TIE 5 RAUL CUBINA  

7 JONATHAN SMITH  
8 PHIL WICKHAM  
9 ETHAN HULSE  
10 DARREN MULLIGAN  

CHRISTIAN SONGWRITERSTM
1 #1 

52 WK S JONATHAN SMITH  
2 KANYE WEST  
3 OJIVOLTA  
4 AJ PRUIS  
5 MICAH KUIPER  
6 JEFF PARDO  
7 TEDD T  
8 KEITH EVERETTE SMITH  
9 MIKE DEAN  
10 MARK MILLER  

CHRISTIAN PRODUCERSTM

1 #1 
29 WK S KANYE WEST  

TIE 2 OJIVOLTA  
TIE 2 RAUL CUBINA  

4 JAHMAL GWIN  
5 MIKE DEAN  

TIE 6 30ROC  
TIE 6 ERIC SLOAN JR.  

8 DJ KHALIL  
TIE 9 AARON MOSES  
TIE 9 DANTE BOWE  
TIE 9 JOE BARNES  
TIE 9 KELIA ALVARADO  
TIE 9 LEMUEL MARIN  
TIE 9 PHILLIP CARRINGTON GAINES  

GOSPEL SONGWRITERSTM
1 #1 

46 WK S KANYE WEST  
2 OJIVOLTA  
3 BOOGZDABEAST  
4 MIKE DEAN  

TIE 5 JONATHAN JAY  
TIE 5 TONY BROWN  

7 KYLE LEE  
8 30ROC  
9 DJ KHALIL  
10 ZEN TACHI  

GOSPEL PRODUCERSTM
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